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**INTRODUCTION**

The aim of this report is to provide the evidence base for evaluating the level of expenditure by the National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) on research funding (including research, people support and infrastructure) related to dementia, in comparison to research funding for other areas of chronic disease. The report was commissioned by Alzheimer’s Australia to support a submission to the McKeon Review of Health and Medical Research in Australia in March, 2012.

**WHY RESTRICT TO NHMRC FUNDING?**

There are several sources of research funding for dementia in Australia. These include the Alzheimer’s Australia Dementia Research Foundation, the J.O. and J.R. Wicking Trust, The Australian Research Council, the NHMRC, and other State and Territory Government and Non-Government Organisations. However, the NHMRC is the largest and most significant source of funding for health and medical research, and the only single institution that provides all the different types of funding for research (projects, centres, programmes, partnerships), research infrastructure and training and people. Evaluation of NHMRC data also allows for a direct comparison between funding for dementia research, and funding for research into other areas of chronic disease. NHMRC funding history is also publicly available and accessible via the internet at the level of detail that allows for statistical evaluation. Whilst we acknowledge therefore that our analysis of NHMRC funding does not provide the full picture of dementia research funding in Australia, it still evaluates the most significant source of funding for dementia research.

A limitation of using only NHMRC data for comparing chronic disease areas, is that it may underestimate the difference in the total amount of research funding for dementia compared with the total funding for research in Cardiovascular Disease, Mental Health, Diabetes and Cancer because most of these disease areas have larger Foundations (e.g. the Heart Foundation, Diabetes Australia, Cancer Council), and Mental Health has received a significant amount of funding from the beyondBlue initiative.

**METHODS**

**Data sources**

The analyses were conducted using publicly available data on research funding for the current decade and were downloaded from the NHMRC website on 1/2/2012.


In addition, NHMRC provided data in confidence on all applications from 2002 to 2011 for grants that were identified as related to dementia. This data identified the funding status (‘funded’ vs. ‘not funded’), and fundability (‘fundable’ vs. ‘not fundable’) of each grant application. These data were used to evaluate the success rates of research grants on dementia compared to grants funded in other chronic disease areas.

**Chronic Disease Identification Using Keywords**

Grant applications in the public dataset were classified as being related to one (or more) of six chronic disease types, namely: Dementia, Cancer, Cardiovascular Disease (CVD), Mental health, Diabetes, Asthma. The keywords used to identify disease related grant applications are listed in Table 1. The fields from the worksheet “Data Source 2002 to 2011” used to search for keywords were: Scientific Title, Simplified Title, Research Keywords (1-5), Health Keywords (1-5), and Research Field. It was possible for applications to be identified as related to more than one disease group. Before the keyword search was conducted, all text was converted to lowercase. All data coding and analyses were conducted with STATA version 10 statistical software.
Table 1: Keywords used to identify disease related grant applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dementia</td>
<td>dementia, alzheimer*, &quot;mild cognitive impairment&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>cancer, oncolo*, carcino*, neoplasm, tumor, tumour, malignant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD</td>
<td>heart, cardio*, cardia*, vascular, arterial, &quot;blood vessel*&quot;, athero*, arthero*, angina, aneurysm, &quot;atrial fibrillation&quot;, &quot;blood pressure&quot;, hypertens*, hypertoph*, pulmonary, embolism, myocardium, vasculitis, pericarditis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td>mental, psycho*, psychi*, impulsive, fear, anxiety, panic, stress, compulsive, anorexia, bulimia, &quot;eating disorder&quot;, schizophren*, depress*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>diabet*, hyperglycemia, &quot;blood sugar&quot;, hyperglycaemia, hyperinsulinemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma</td>
<td>asthma, &quot;inflammatory disorder of the airways&quot;, wheezing, &quot;laboured breathing&quot;, &quot;narrowed air passage&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: "oxidative stress" was an exclusion term for identifying Mental Health related project applications.

Funding 2002-2011
Funding commitment and funding expenditure for each disease group were calculated from the public dataset. These were calculated by project year, Broad Research Area (Basic Science, Clinical Medicine, Public Health, and Health Services), Main Funding Group (Infrastructure, People Support, and Research Support), Funding Purpose and Funding Scheme.

Dementia Related Application Success Rates
Success rates for dementia related grant applications were calculated using the data provided in confidence by the NHMRC. These were calculated by application year, Broad Research Area, Funding Purpose and Funding Scheme. Dementia application success rates were compared to overall success rates listed publicly on the NHMRC website at http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/grants/research-funding-statistics-and-data/summary-funding-data/nhmrc-project-grants-success-rate-b

Validation of Classification of Disease Related Projects
A Delphi study was conducted to assess the accuracy of the keywords used to identify disease related grant applications. Four blinded experts reviewed a random sample of 4% (n=109) of projects that commenced after 2006 and were identified as being disease-related by the automated keyword search. The random sample included equal proportions for each disease classification. The experts rated each project as ‘disease specific’, ‘disease related’ and ‘unrelated to disease’. Agreement amongst expert ratings were used as an indicator of the accuracy of the method used to categorise disease related grants.

Further sensitivity analyses were conducted for the identification of dementia related projects. Keywords were expanded to include ‘brain ageing’, ‘brain aging’, ‘parkinson*’, and ‘cognitive decline’. Results were also compared to findings based on searches that were restricted to keywords found only in the scientific title and research keywords fields.
RESULTS

1. TOTAL AMOUNT OF FUNDING AND TOTAL NUMBER OF PROJECT GRANTS

Between 2002 and 2011 there were 10,196 funded grant applications and 11,102 grant projects or fellowships commenced. In this time 4,580 funded or commencing grants were identified as related to one of the six disease categories. From 2002 to 2011, the total commitment to dementia research was $169,771,557, compared to $1,077,307,726 for cancer, $415,265,321 for diabetes, $542,144,243 for CVD, $121,651,064 for asthma and $636,535,741 for mental health. This is reflected in the lower number of project grants in dementia over the same period (table 1).

Table 1: NHMRC project funding by disease type for projects starting during 2002-2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chronic Disease Area</th>
<th>Number of Projects</th>
<th>Total Commitment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dementia</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>$169,771,557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>1753</td>
<td>$1,077,307,726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>722</td>
<td>$415,265,321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular Disease</td>
<td>1009</td>
<td>$542,144,243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td>1109</td>
<td>$636,535,741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>$121,651,064</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Double counts were checked as some grants fall in multiple categories. There were 26 projects identified as both Mental Health and Dementia related (10.2% of dementia projects); 6 projects identified as both CVD and Dementia related (2.3% of dementia projects); 12 projects identified as both Diabetes and Dementia related (4.7% of dementia projects); 10 projects identified as both CVD and Dementia related (3.9% of dementia projects).
2. OVERALL FUNDING COMMITMENT AND EXPENDITURE BY CHRONIC DISEASE, 2002-2011

The graphs below illustrate that funding for dementia research does not show the rate of increase that is evident for other disease categories (although Diabetes shows a reduction in funding over the past two years). This means that the disadvantage of dementia research compounded over time until 2011. There was an increase in funding in 2011. Data in future years will enable evaluation of whether this is a genuine upwards trend.
3. OVERALL FUNDING COMMITMENT 2002-2011 BY BROAD RESEARCH AREA

Basic Science

Clinical Medicine and Science

Health Services Research

Public Health

Dementia  Cancer  Diabetes  CVD  Mental Health  Asthma
Health services research is the only area where dementia is on par with diabetes and heart disease. Public health funding for dementia is at a particularly low level.
There was no funding for infrastructure for dementia over the study period. We are unclear what “External funding” refers to and whether the Dementia Collaborative Research Centres are included in this. It is the only area where dementia is has more funding than other areas.
5. OVERALL FUNDING COMMITMENT 2002-2011
BY RESEARCH GROUP

**Capacity – Facilities**

- Dementia: $35,000,000
- Cancer: $30,000,000
- Diabetes: $25,000,000
- CVD: $20,000,000
- Mental Health: $15,000,000
- Asthma: $10,000,000
- Other: $5,000,000

**People Support**

- Dementia: $250,000,000
- Cancer: $200,000,000
- Diabetes: $150,000,000
- CVD: $100,000,000
- Mental Health: $50,000,000
- Asthma: $0

**Research Support**

- Dementia: $1,000,000,000
- Cancer: $800,000,000
- Diabetes: $600,000,000
- CVD: $400,000,000
- Mental Health: $200,000,000
- Asthma: $0
6. OVERALL FUNDING COMMITMENT 2002-2011 BY SCHEME (SELECTED)
Basic Science Funding Expenditure by Chronic Disease

- **Dementia**
- **Cancer**
- **Diabetes**
- **CVD**
- **Mental Health**
- **Asthma**

### NUMBER OF FELLOWSHIPS 2002-2011

#### Infrastructure Support

- **Dementia**
- **Cancer**
- **Diabetes**
- **CVD**
- **Mental Health**
- **Asthma**

#### People Support

- **Dementia**
- **Cancer**
- **Diabetes**
- **CVD**
- **Mental Health**
- **Asthma**

#### Research Support

- **Dementia**
- **Cancer**
- **Diabetes**
- **CVD**
- **Mental Health**
- **Asthma**
7. ANALYSES BASED ON CONFIDENTIAL NHMRC DATA

Success Rates 2005 – 2011

Total Dementia Applications 2005 – 2011

Success Rates by Year of Application
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**Basic Science Success Rates by Year of Application**

- All applications
- Dementia applications

**Clinical Medical and Science Success Rates by Year of Application**

- All applications
- Dementia applications

**Health Services Grants Success Rates by Year of Application**

- All applications
- Dementia applications

Note: there were only 2 applications in 2005 identified as dementia related health services projects. There were fewer than 15 dementia related applications every year except 2007.
Methodological checks of our analysis

To evaluate the coding of project grants a small Delphi study was conducted by 4 experienced researchers including 2 Research Fellows from the Dementia Collaborative Research Centre. Each researcher was asked to classify 109 projects selected at random from the NHMRC spreadsheet, into 6 disease categories. These included dementia, cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, mental health and asthma. For each study, each rater indicated if the project was

- directly related or disease specific (e.g. dementia is the clearly the main focus and outcome of a study)
- peripherally related or disease general (e.g. dementia is a contextual variable but not the focus of the study)
- unrelated (e.g. dementia is not related to the project aims).

Results

There was strong agreement across expert ratings and with keyword search. Experts reached total consensus for 95% of the dementia grants reviewed, compared to 89% for Cancer, 95% for Diabetes, 100% for Cardiovascular Disease, 50% for Mental Health and 83% for Asthma.

Consensus was not reached for one dementia grant, and experts unanimously disagreed with the keyword search for one other dementia grant. Both these grants were Basic Science projects that were not directly nor specifically related to dementia research, but identified either ‘Alzheimer’s Disease’ or ‘dementia’ as health keywords.

There was a low level of agreement among experts on what constituted a mental health related project. Further, a number of non-mental health projects were identified by ‘mental’ as a suffix within the terms ‘environmental’ or ‘developmental’. Some of these projects were still rated as mental health projects by some experts – highlighting the difficulty in defining and categorising mental health projects.

Sensitivity Analysis

When keywords were expanded to include ‘brain ageing’, ‘brain aging’, ‘parkinson*’, and ‘cognitive decline’, the number of projects identified as relating to dementia increased from 255 to 350 with a total funding commitment of $212,363,142. All additional studies were identified by the keyword ‘parkinson*’. When the search was restricted to projects with keywords found only the scientific title and research keyword fields (excluding the health keyword field), 199 dementia specific projects were identified with a total funding commitment of $144,549,818.

In comparison, restricting the search fields for other chronic diseases revealed 1,360 Cancer specific projects ($867,747,453), 721 diabetes specific projects ($415,265,321) and 889 CVD specific projects ($483,613,070).

When ‘mental’ was expanded as a keyword to ‘mental health’ there were only 903 grants identified, with a total commitment of $518,024,553. It is notable that ‘mental’ is listed as a keyword used by the NHMRC to identify mental health related projects in publicly available datasets.

Note: There were fewer than 12 applications identified as dementia related public health projects every year except 2007.
This analysis of research funding according to chronic disease demonstrates that funding for dementia research lags far behind Cancer, Diabetes, Cardiovascular Disease and Mental Health. Overall funding levels for dementia are similar to those for Asthma. The differentials in funding are evident across all funding types.

There were fewer project grants for dementia than in all areas except for asthma. The ratio of dementia grants to other chronic disease grants was:

- dementia: mental health = 1: 4.3
- dementia : cancer = 1: 6.9
- dementia : diabetes = 1: 2.8
- dementia : CVD = 1: 3.5
- dementia : asthma = 1: 0.9

Both overall expenditure and overall commitment of funding from 2002-2011 were low for dementia relative to the other chronic disease areas except for asthma. Importantly, funding for dementia showed very little increase over the time period, in comparison to funding on the other chronic disease areas. This has meant that since 2002, the difference in funding levels for dementia versus diabetes, cancer, CVD and mental health, has grown significantly.

Relatively lower rates of funding for dementia are not restricted to any specific area. There has been far less funding for dementia than other chronic disease areas (except asthma) in basic science, clinical medicine and science, health services and public health. Despite massive increases in funding for basic science funding for cancer research, and moderate increases in diabetes, CVD and mental health, there has been only a slight increase in funding for basic science research in dementia.

Similarly dementia and asthma research in clinical medicine has shown very little increase unlike the other chronic disease areas.

An increase in dementia research funding in the area of health services was seen from 2007 to 2011 so that health services research is the only domain where dementia research funding is on a par with diabetes and cancer. The largest increase in health services funding has been in mental health and this chronic disease area has received the most funding in health services for the entire study period (2002-2-11). Similarly, mental health has received the most funding in public health since 2002 and dementia has received a very low rate of funding that has not increased.

Dementia and asthma research received no funding in Capacity-facilities, and CVD received a minimal amount of funding in this area. This is compared to nearly $30 million in cancer, and $10 million in mental health. In terms of people support, dementia again lags behind all other major disease categories except for asthma. It received $25,632,057 compared to $207,525,648 in Cancer, $82,020,491 in diabetes, $94,072,037 in CVD and $122,423,636 in mental health. Dementia lagged behind all other chronic disease areas in funding for translational research.

When comparing grant type, the picture remained consistent. The number of project grants, program grants, Centres for Research Excellence and Fellowships in dementia and asthma is lower in all areas, with dementia and asthma receiving the lowest amount of funding in different categories. The size of the difference in funding between dementia and asthma and the other chronic disease categories, was substantial. For example, when all fellowships were examined, funding for dementia was $24,304,203 versus $93,151,484 in mental health, and $187,651,059 in cancer. Lower funding rates for dementia and asthma were seen in fellowships at all career stages, indicating that without an injection of funding, there is not going to be an increase through natural development of researchers through the NHMRC Fellowships scheme. This is confirmed by examining funding committed for NHMRC Fellowships. There is a small increase in committed funds for 2011, but dementia and asthma remain far lower than the other areas. From 2002 to 2010 there was virtually no increase in committed funding for people support in dementia, while committed funding increased dramatically in the areas of cancer, diabetes, CVD and mental health.

Overall this suggests a major problem of research capacity in dementia research. Without people, there is no one to apply for project or program grants. This is a systemic problem that requires a strategic and systemic approach to fix it. Of particular concern are the figures for committed funds for early career fellowships. Here we see no increase in the low funds committed for dementia, compared to far higher commitments in the other areas, with large increases in cancer, diabetes and CVD. This must reflect a lack of junior academics applying for fellowships in the dementia field, as there is no bias in the success rates against dementia research. A priority for the future must therefore be to increase the attractiveness of dementia research to young scientists.

Confidential data from NHMRC on success rates.
Evaluation of the success rates of grants was conducted across five research areas. Dementia research grants had higher success rates in clinical medicine and science, health services and public health, but lower rates in basic science. It is unclear if these rates include the strategic funding for the Dementia Research Grants which would have raised the success rates. These figures show that the quality of research proposals being submitted in dementia are sufficiently high to be funded and there is no systematic bias in the success rates that could explain the lower overall funding for dementia. This indicates that the lack of research funding in this area is due to capacity, ie a lower number of applications being submitted, due to fewer people with the skills to conduct high quality research in the field of dementia in Australia.
Conclusion
Dementia research funding in Australia is significantly underfunded compared with other chronic disease areas that place equally large (or less) demand on the health system. Analyses of the publicly available NHMRC data indicate this is a systemic problem across all domains of research funding. Unless there is strategic and systemic direction of funding to build capacity in terms of people and infrastructure, it is difficult to see how change in the patterns of funding for dementia will occur. Research training is slow and it will take 5-10 years to develop a new cohort of researchers in dementia. Researchers need to be attracted into the field of dementia – it is possible that other areas of chronic disease have appeared more attractive and to offer better career opportunities to graduate students. To reverse current trends, dementia research needs to develop the necessary infrastructure and career paths to attract and retain top graduates and postdoctoral fellows. Strategic funding of dementia research in terms of allocation of dementia specific fellowships, infrastructure and research funding needs to become a priority for NHMRC.
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Appendix B. Alzheimer’s Australia Consumer Dementia Research Network (CDRN)

**Consumer Dementia Research Network (CDRN)**

The CDRN was developed with the goal of supporting individuals with dementia and their family carers to have an active role in research and knowledge translation, and is broadly based on the UK Quality in Dementia Research Network. The CDRN is funded mainly through support provided by the Dementia Collaborative Research Centres as part of the Australian Government's Dementia Initiative.

The network commenced in September 2010 and currently comprises twenty-five members. The group is made up of individuals from every state and territory and includes individuals from various backgrounds including CALD, Indigenous, regional/remote, gay and lesbian, and individuals with younger onset dementia. There is a mix of current family carers, former carers and individuals with dementia.

The Network has three main areas of activity:

**Alzheimer’s Australia’s National Quality Dementia Care Initiative (NQDCI)**

Members of the CDRN met for the first time in September, 2010 to determine the top priorities for translation of dementia care research into better care practice. These priorities formed the basis for a call for project proposals in late 2010. The CDRN invited more detailed proposals from 8 of the 44 original submissions received, and with advice from industry and research experts, subsequently selected two projects for funding.

The members met again in Brisbane in May 2011 to consider the funding priorities for the second round of knowledge translation funding. They will again be involved in the assessment of applications and in the projects when they commence.

**Dementia Collaborative Research Centres**

Involvement of the CDRN members in the Centres has included:
- Providing feedback on project proposals
- Representation on reference groups and the Coordinating Committee
- Providing consumer advice on methodology
- Assistance with recruitment for research projects
- Representation on a postdoctoral scholarship committee
Alzheimer’s Australia Dementia Research Foundation

Alzheimer’s Australia Research (AADRF), the research arm of Alzheimer’s Australia, administers an annual Dementia Grants program which provides research grants, scholarships and fellowships. The CDRN has identified priority areas for one of the grants funded through this program, and has included additional questions in the grant applications on consumer involvement and dissemination of findings. Members have also been involved in the assessment process for this grant. Researchers funded through AAR have also asked for member input on projects and survey design.

In addition, members of the CDRN have been sought out for involvement in a wide variety of research projects, including presentations at workshops and conferences, and participation on research project advisory committees.

Eight members of the Network were also centrally involved in a full-day workshop Translating Dementia Research into Better Practice, jointly hosted by Alzheimer’s Australia and the National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC).
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## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Alzheimer's Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAR</td>
<td>Alzheimer's Australia Research Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACAT</td>
<td>Aged Care Assessment Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDRN</td>
<td>Consumer Dementia Research Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHSD</td>
<td>Centre for Health Service Development, University of Wollongong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCRC</td>
<td>Dementia Collaborative Research Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoHA</td>
<td>Commonwealth Department of Health and Ageing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HREC</td>
<td>Human Research and Ethics Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCAC</td>
<td>National Consumer Advisory Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHMRC</td>
<td>National Health and Medical Research Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NQDCI</td>
<td>National Quality Dementia Care Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NQDCN</td>
<td>National Quality Dementia Care Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPN</td>
<td>Service Provider Network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Key Messages

Overview

The key focus of this report is the interim evaluation of the Consumer Dementia Research Network (CDRN), which has been operating since September 2010. The CDRN represents an innovative approach to consumer engagement within the fields of dementia research and knowledge translation. This formative evaluation report reviews the activities of the CDRN in its first year of operation, preliminary impacts for consumers, providers and to a lesser extent the broader health and aged care system. It also seeks to capture the key strategic issues facing the network in the future.

Major Evaluation Findings

The CDRN has generated an impressive list of achievements and short term impacts in its first year of operation. The evaluation of the CDRN has been framed using an evaluation framework that considers impacts and outcomes across three levels – consumers, providers and the system. These impacts are in evidence primarily through the activities of the members of the CDRN. They have successfully determined priorities for knowledge translation projects and through a rigorous assessment and review process identified two projects for funding. The network will allocate further funding of Round 2 projects in February/March 2012. The CDRN has established a relationship, which is crucial, with the leads of the three Dementia Collaborative Research Centres (DCRCs).

The network has several key achievements that demonstrate the increasing capacity of its members to work with researchers and service providers. This has included contributing a consumer perspective to research projects, providing presentations to service providers and presenting at major research and health forums. Several members have been invited to have ongoing roles with research teams through their membership of consultative committees.

At the broader health and aged care system level – the need for members to develop capacities and experience with their role in the network, has been the focus. For system change to occur this will require time and a two-way investment between the research community and the CDRN. To date the major opportunity to influence dementia research at a system level has come through preliminary work with the National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC). The NHMRC has a key role in supporting the major attitudinal shift that will be required on the part of researchers through demonstrating that the research community values consumer input through championing the contribution and providing tangible support for the work of the CDRN.

Key Strategic Issues

The CDRN faces a range of strategic issues in the future. These issues require deliberation, discussion and action plans. The issues are listed below:

- Ensuring ongoing funding
- Engaging researchers
- Clarifying future roles
- Cooperating with the Service Provider Network
- Relating to State and Territory AA associations
- Contributing appropriately to the policy process
- Managing a national network
- Maintaining member engagement
- Planning for succession
- Evaluating success

Conclusion

The CDRN is a new initiative that has genuinely applied the key principles of consumer engagement through its structure and operations to date. It is however still evolving and requires ongoing stewardship and investment if it is to achieve its potential. The CDRN has a clear path
forward for the year ahead; decisions about the network’s ongoing sustainability beyond that period will be the subject of further discussions.

The purpose of the network is to support consumers in having an active role in research and knowledge translation and to use their experience and expertise in dementia care to inform the research process and contribute to better care practice and outcomes. These efforts will hopefully improve outcomes for consumers, providers and the broader health and aged care system in the future, leading to new stories of person-centred care, timely diagnosis and best practice treatment and support for the many families that will face dementia in the future.

“You hear your own story all over again and it is desperate and it is lonely and isolated in the midst of service providers. I wonder why? Can’t we support people to cope with this and keep their loved one at home with the support that is needed? It seems that the world of cancer does this way, way better – far in excess of what we have in place for dementia.”

The following recommendations are based on an underlying premise that there is a need to build on what has been learnt so that there is ongoing improvement of the CDRN. They have been clustered into strategic recommendations (those fundamental to the ongoing viability of the network) and operational recommendations (those identifying process improvements for the network).

**Strategic Recommendations**

It is recommended that:

1. The NHMRC builds upon the infrastructure established by AA through providing ongoing funding for the CDRN beyond June 2013 as demonstration of the government’s commitment to sustained, planned and supported consumer engagement in research.

2. The relationships with the DCRCs and researchers continue to be developed with opportunities identified for joint planning and action that will stimulate consumer engagement in all stages of the research process.

3. The leadership for the CDRN provided by the AA National Office and Board is maintained as further investment is needed to ensure the sustainability of the network.

4. The report of the interim evaluation of the CDRN is disseminated widely both within government, research, aged and health care sectors to foster greater debate and awareness about consumer involvement in research.

**Operational Recommendations**

It is recommended that:

5. The CDRN reviews its Terms of Reference and membership with priority given to recruiting an additional member with dementia. To maintain continuity the current Chairperson of the network is invited to continue in the role for another 12 months.

6. The ongoing role of the CDRN following the conclusion of the selection process for Round 2 of the NQDCN is clarified and documented through a work program for the ensuing 12 month period. The impacts of strategic developments in the sector are considered by the CDRN in discussions about the network’s role.

7. The AA National Office clarifies its expectations and the desired relationship between the CDRN and the Service Provider Network.
8. The CDRN identifies mechanisms through which it might improve communication between and engagement of the AA State and Territory Associations.

9. The CDRN reviews the support needs of all members on an annual basis with consideration given to holding face-to-face meetings twice per year when the work of the network requires this and pending the identification of additional funding.
1 Introduction

This is the third progress report relating to the evaluation of the National Quality Dementia Care Initiative (NQDCI), which is being conducted by the Centre for Health Service Development, University of Wollongong on behalf of Alzheimer’s Australia (AA). The focus of this report is the Consumer Dementia Research Network (CDRN), which has been operating since September 2010.

The CDRN represents an innovative approach within the field of consumer engagement in dementia research. While there has been an increase in consumer participation in research in recent years, the CDRN is one of the first major initiatives to include in its membership people with dementia as well as carers. In Australia, it is also one of the few examples of consumer engagement in every step of the research and knowledge translation process. The network aims to have a more direct and dynamic interaction with related research agendas and processes. An interim evaluation of the CDRN’s operations has been commissioned to reflect on progress to date and to identify opportunities for improvements.

1.1 Aims of this report

This report aims to provide a formative evaluation of the CDRN, through describing key activities and short term impacts, and exploring any incentives and barriers encountered and unintended consequences. Formative evaluation uses the results of the evaluation to inform the ongoing development and improvement of the program. This is called evaluation for learning (‘how can we learn and get better as we go?’). Consequently this review seeks to capture the lessons learned which may assist in the ongoing development of research, service and policy agendas, priorities and practices. While there has been much activity to report on, it is too early in the program to determine whether the CDRN’s overall objectives have been met, or whether the achievements made are sustainable. This is summative evaluation which seeks to ascertain whether and to what extent the program was implemented as intended and the desired/anticipated results achieved. The purpose is to ensure accountability and value for money with the results of the evaluation informing any future planning decisions, policy and resource allocation. This is called evaluation for judgement (‘how did we do?’) and will be the subject of subsequent reports.

The intended audience for this report includes a diverse range of stakeholders, for example, the personnel of the AA National Office, the NQDCI Executive Committee and the Board of AA. Summary findings and/or the full report will also be made available to members of the CDRN, to assist with future planning.

1.2 Terms of reference for the CDRN

The terms of reference for the CDRN state that the purpose of the network is:

‘…to support consumers in having an active role in research and knowledge translation. Consumers will use their experience and expertise in dementia care to inform the research process and contribute to better care practice and outcomes.’

Its principal functions include involvement with the National Quality Dementia Care Network (NQDCN) and the Dementia Collaborative Research Centres (DCRCs). The primary consumer role with the NQDCN is focused on establishing priority driven knowledge translation projects that will improve the uptake of evidence into practice and ultimately the care of people with dementia. The involvement with the three DCRCs is about providing a consumer perspective on dementia research. This may include network members advising on consumer priorities for research and providing information and advice to researchers on how to improve their interactions with consumers. This role has also been extended to other research organisations such as the NHMRC and/or government committees.

1 The full terms of reference of the Consumer Dementia Research Network are included in Appendix 1.
2 The Evaluation Framework

2.1 CDRN evaluation structure

The evaluation of the CDRN has been framed using the Centre for Health Service Development (CHSD) evaluation framework. This considers impacts and outcomes across three levels – consumers, providers and the system; and asks the following six key questions: What did you do? How did it go? Can you keep it going? What has been learnt? Are your lessons useful for someone else? Who did you tell? A brief explanation of these six areas is provided below.

**Figure 1 CHSD evaluation framework**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What did you do?</th>
<th>How did it go?</th>
<th>Can you keep it going?</th>
<th>What has been learnt?</th>
<th>Are your lessons useful for someone else?</th>
<th>Who did you tell?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 1</strong> Impact on, and outcomes for consumers (including carers, families, friends, communities)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct care delivery</td>
<td>Impact on consumers</td>
<td>Sustainability assessment</td>
<td>Capacity building assessment</td>
<td>Generalisability assessment</td>
<td>Dissemination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carer impact</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 2</strong> Impact on, and outcomes for providers (professionals, volunteers, organisations)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional development</td>
<td>Impact on service providers</td>
<td>Sustainability assessment</td>
<td>Capacity building assessment</td>
<td>Generalisability assessment</td>
<td>Dissemination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 3</strong> Impact on, and outcomes for the system (structures, processes, networks and relationships)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance Policy development</td>
<td>System level impacts</td>
<td>Sustainability assessment</td>
<td>Capacity building assessment</td>
<td>Generalisability assessment</td>
<td>Dissemination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External relationships</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.1 What did you do?

This question is essentially about program delivery (implementation) and encompasses what was done and how it was done. Through interviews with key stakeholders, CDRN members and project documentation we have explored the activities of the CDRN and lessons learnt about implementation of the network.

2.1.2 How did it go?

The CDRN is a component of the NQDCI which as a whole is aiming to have an impact at the level of the consumer, provider and health and aged care system. The focus of the CDRN in this first year of operation has been predominantly at the level of the consumer. Therefore the impact on consumers and to lesser extent providers is discussed. Whilst preliminary reflection is included about system impacts, it is too early in the life of the network to evaluate impacts at this level.

2.1.3 Can you keep it going?

The various definitions of sustainability coalesce around two main ideas - sustainability of the direct improvements made as part of an initiative; and the sustainability of the techniques and approaches learnt as part of the initiative as well as any indirect benefits. Evaluation of sustainability is closely aligned with the issue of capacity building (e.g. increased capability and...
skills, increased resources) and any changes in structures and systems that ‘anchor’ or embed changes and facilitate sustainability. Due to the short life of the CDRN, sustainability is not a major focus of this interim evaluation; however issues that may impact on sustainability of the network in the future are highlighted.

### 2.1.4 What has been learnt?

Within the context of the CDRN, specifically the aims of the network, capacity building has two main components:

- Developing the capacity of the network as a whole to ensure the CDRN can fulfil its terms of reference and that consumers have an active role in research and knowledge translation; and
- Other activities to improve the ongoing capacity of AA to strengthen consumer engagement.

### 2.1.5 Are your lessons useful for someone else?

As one of the three major initiatives of the NQDCI, the CDRN aims to capture information, knowledge and experiences from the network’s activities in dementia research that can be applied in different contexts. This issue is best examined by looking at the contribution of the CDRN to the achievements of the NQDCI over time.

### 2.1.6 Who did you tell?

The issue of dissemination (who else learnt about the CDRN?) is closely linked to the issue of generalisability (are the lessons useful for someone else?). The capacity of the CDRN to communicate about its successes throughout the wider health and aged care sector is important. This includes formal and informal mechanisms and processes for disseminating improvements.

### 2.2 Evaluation of the engagement processes of the CDRN

The evaluation design of the CDRN has been incorporated within the overall NQDCI Evaluation Framework. As noted in Version 2 of the Framework\(^2\), there are no simple assessment processes available to capture the issues surrounding consumer engagement in research, and no optimal benchmarks for evaluating the effectiveness of public participation/consumer engagement processes. Instead, the literature reveals a series of key attributes which are considered important to ensuring effective consumer engagement, which we have synthesised into the following eight ‘key domains’ to shape the evaluation of the CDRN:

1. **Leadership and culture** – who initiates/drives the engagement process and its outcomes?
2. **Role clarity / governance** – were participants and stakeholders clear about expectations of their contribution?
3. **Resources** – were participants and the engagement process provided with adequate resources, e.g. financial, information?
4. **Participation** – what were the participation patterns of members?
5. **Capacity building** – did participants feel they developed their skills?
6. **Support** – what supports were provided to participants to facilitate their active engagement?
7. **Communication** – what processes were used and to what effect?
8. **Recruitment and selection** – issues relating to the selection process; representativeness; and whether consumers were engaged as individuals or as representatives of particular groups.

To obtain an understanding of the engagement processes of the CDRN, we are using a ‘mixed methods’ approach. This includes collection of quantitative data – such as numbers of people participating, engagement and communication patterns and blog/list-server activity. In addition, there is a strong qualitative component, including interviews with CDRN members as well as key stakeholders such as representatives of Alzheimer’s Australia from National, State and Territory offices and representatives of the research, service delivery and/or policy sectors.

---


---
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2.3 Evaluating impacts and outcomes of the CDRN

The key domains we are using to shape the evaluation of the CDRN predominantly focus on engagement processes. However, our overall evaluation approach also captures information regarding the expectations and experiences of CDRN members, as well as the patterns of their participation. The data have been collected from a range of stakeholders, and through a variety of processes as outlined in Table 1.

This information is building an understanding of the achievements and short term impacts of the CDRN on research priorities and processes, the barriers and enablers to effective consumer participation, and whether there were any unintended consequences (positive or negative) for members, providers or the broader research sector.

As this report is an ‘interim evaluation’ of the CDRN it is primarily concerned with formative rather than summative evaluation findings.

Table 1  Data sources used in the interim evaluation of the CDRN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Framework levels: impact and outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDRN members</td>
<td>Surveys and interviews Participation at national meetings – observations, feedback of members, evaluation forms and worksheets CDRN documentation</td>
<td>Level 1 (consumer) Level 2 (provider)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alzheimer’s Australia</td>
<td>Interviews Email communications</td>
<td>Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 (system)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- National Office</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- State and Territory Associations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key stakeholders</td>
<td>Interviews Participation in meetings – observations, feedback, evaluation forms</td>
<td>Level 2 Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Policy, service provider, research, independent experts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We will seek to replicate a range of data collection processes throughout the evaluation period at different points in time, to track developments within the CDRN, as well as the network’s engagement with relevant policy, research and service provider groups.

2.4 Additional questions raised by the CDRN

In keeping with the theme of consumer-driven research priorities, CDRN members were invited to identify issues they wanted included within the evaluation. This was explored in the May 2011 workshop in Brisbane, during a session facilitated by the national evaluation team. The session included an outline of the overall approach to the evaluation of the Initiative, and more specifically, the CDRN, and concluded with a group activity which asked members to write down a key question they wanted answered within the evaluation. In total, 27 questions were posed, which were grouped into the following five key themes:
- impact on research;
- impact on knowledge translation;
- impact on people with dementia;
- support for members; and,
- individual member contributions and roles.

The full list of the questions members raised is included as Appendix 2. All questions were reviewed in conjunction with representatives of AA. It was encouraging for the national evaluation team to see the resonance with the issues raised by the CDRN and those already being captured within the evaluation framework, however not all issues were within the scope of the evaluation.
Support for members, and individual member contribution and roles are captured in the key domains of ‘Participation’ and ‘Support’. The impacts on research and knowledge translation will be discussed in our analysis in Section 4 and Section 5 of this report.

As the CDRN has only been in operation for a little over one year clearly only short term impacts can be discussed. One of the desired outcomes of the CDRN, which is to ultimately improve the care of people with dementia, requires a longer trajectory. It will be difficult to establish the influence of the CDRN in relation to efforts to improve the care of people with dementia. This is due to the multiple influences upon care of people with dementia and the difficulty of determining attribution. The evaluation framework for the CDRN fits within a model where it is reasonable to measure ‘contribution’ rather than ‘attribution’ and this approach will continue to underpin the evaluation.
3 Methods

3.1 Ethical considerations

In our early thinking about the evaluation of the CDRN, we had envisaged that the data to be collected directly from members would be undertaken by the project staff within the AA National Office with de-identified data being provided to the national evaluation team for analysis. As the evaluation progressed, it became clear that there would be value in the national evaluation team, as an independent party, collecting the data itself. Accordingly, we revised our application to the University of Wollongong Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) to provide for our interviewing of key stakeholders, including CDRN members.

In our application to the HREC, we indicated our recognition of the issues pertaining to obtaining consent to participation in research of people with cognitive impairment, as outlined in the ‘National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research’. Our application noted that all members of the CDRN, which comprises carers of people with dementia as well as people with early stage dementia, have self-nominated to join the CDRN, and actively participate in its activities and deliberations. Further, their capacity to contribute to decision-making has been demonstrated through their participation in the activities and ongoing communication mechanisms which are part of the CDRN. We cited the engagement we had already had with members of the CDRN, and their strong interest in contributing to the evaluation of the CDRN primarily because of its potential to better inform consumer participation mechanisms both now and into the future. We also noted that some of the CDRN members with a diagnosis of dementia had indicated their concern to us that their voices be heard first hand in the evaluation, and not only through carer feedback.

Our application to the HREC noted that the AA National Office had also indicated its preference for us to undertake the interview and/or survey processes which form part of the evaluation. Our independence from the management of the CDRN ensures that decisions by members to participate or not, and their responses, in no way could be perceived as compromising their ability to contribute to the overall activities of the CDRN. Our amended ethics application was approved in late August 2011.

3.2 Data collection

This interim evaluation of the CDRN has been shaped using data from a range of sources. The majority of the data collection tools have been developed and/or adapted by the national evaluation team.

These include:
- Participant feedback forms for the September 2010 summit and May 2011 workshop;
- Interview tool for use by the Manager of the CDRN to establish support needs and satisfaction levels of members;
- Exit interview template for use with members resigning from the CDRN;
- Reflective practice checklist (incorporated within the national evaluation team interview template);
- Communication and issues log to monitor key themes emerging among members;
- Audit tool for review of key stakeholder websites;
- Survey tool for use with CDRN members; and
- Semi-structured interview tool for use with CDRN members.

In addition, tools developed for other aspects of the NQDCI evaluation have also incorporated questions regarding the impact of the CDRN, including:
- The report template and site visit template used with NQDCN projects; and

---

The interview schedules used with stakeholders such as DCRC leads, AA State and Territory Associations, Service Provider Network (SPN) members, and Department of Health and Ageing (DoHA) representatives.

A description of the data and information collected to inform this interim evaluation report follows. For convenience, general comments are included where pertinent.

3.2.1 CDRN communications

The email communications between the Manager of the CDRN, Dr Ellen Skladzien and members are a key source of material for the evaluation of the CDRN at the level of consumers (Level 1 of the evaluation framework). Members of the CDRN are provided with regular email communications which include summaries of CDRN working group activities, updates on related NQDCI activities, requests for CDRN involvement in research and other initiatives, as well as reminders of upcoming events. Members of the national evaluation team are also provided with a copy of these communications, for information, and these have proved to be a useful resource. They provide a means of tracking the CDRN’s activities, and the corresponding level and nature of engagement with external agencies.

Following feedback from members regarding their communication preferences, the Manager of the CDRN instituted monthly teleconferences to provide verbal updates, which are supplemented with bimonthly email communications. These teleconferences have been scheduled monthly since mid 2011, however participation has been variable, with smaller than expected numbers of attendees.

3.2.2 Survey of CDRN members

A web-based survey was conducted with members of the CDRN during late October and early November 2011. This survey was administered using SurveyMonkey®, an online survey tool. All 25 CDRN members were emailed an introductory message including a participant information sheet and consent form on 21 October 2011. A reminder email was sent on 28 October 2011 to those members who had not yet responded, to improve the response rate. The survey collection was closed on 1 November 2011.

In total, all 25 CDRN members who received the survey attempted to complete it. The data were then assessed for their quality, usability and consistency to ensure a robust analysis could be performed. Following this, it was found that a total of 24 (96%) surveys could be used in the final analysis. The collated results of this survey are included in their entirety in Appendix 3.

3.2.3 Interviews of CDRN members

All 25 CDRN members were invited to participate in a semi-structured interview to probe issues relating to their involvement in the network and additional perceptions relating to the impact of the network and future sustainability. Interviews with 21 members were completed within the time period available. All interviews were recorded with summary notes simultaneously documented. Approximately 500 minutes of interview data were collected. These interviews were analysed thematically and coded by using the NVivo software. A broad cross section of members participated from all States and Territories.

3.2.4 Interviews of key stakeholders

Over the course of the evaluation interviews will occur with key stakeholders to identify the impact of the NQDCI overall, and its individual elements (CDRN, SPN and NQDCN). In terms of the CDRN evaluation, these interviews are the major data collection tool to identify the processes and short term impacts of the CDRN for service providers (Level 2 of the Framework).

The interviews with key stakeholders were conducted during November and early December 2011. Given the imperative of this first round of interviews was the review of the CDRN, and the limited
exposure of the network to some stakeholder groups, it was decided that the initial round of interviews would target those groups with which the CDRN had had some interaction or involvement. A broader range of stakeholders will be included in the interviews scheduled to be conducted during 2012. A summary of completed interviews is provided in Table 2. This report only features results that pertain to the activities of the CDRN.

Table 2  

**Stakeholder interviews**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder</th>
<th>Organisations invited</th>
<th>Participant responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alzheimer’s Australia including National Office and State and Territory associations</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCRC leads</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other: Policy, independent experts</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.5  Exit interviews of resigning members

An exit interview template was developed by the national evaluation team for administration by the Manager of the CDRN upon the resignation of CDRN members. The interview template includes a series of questions which seek to identify the reasons for joining the CDRN, members’ expectations, experiences and their reasons for resigning.

The aim of the questions was to better identify the attributes which enable people to contribute, as well as barriers to participation. In addition, the template included a series of questions for the Manager of the CDRN to complete, as an opportunity to reflect on the experiences of the former member and whether there were lessons that might inform the future engagement of CDRN members.

There have been four members resign from the CDRN to date, with exit interview data being completed for two of these. All four members verbally provided the main reasons for their resignation which can be summarised as: competing personal and professional commitments; ill health; a desire to ‘move on’ from identifying as a carer and the absence of a policy focus within the network.

3.2.6  NQDCN documentation

The identification of priority areas for the knowledge translation projects to be funded under the NQDCN and selection of projects has been a core activity of the CDRN to date. Documentation associated with the NQDCN – project proposals, selection material, project reports and site visit templates – are sources of information that will contribute to assessing the impact of the CDRN over time with regard to both service providers and the broader health and aged care system as part of the overall NQDCI evaluation.

The CDRN has already contributed significantly to the NQDCN, in terms of identifying priority areas for knowledge translation projects, selecting projects, as well as clarifying and facilitating a broader understanding of their definition of knowledge translation as a means to improve care for people with dementia and carers.

It is too early to establish the overall impact of the CDRN on the NQDCN project outcomes. The data are available to identify key processes which have enhanced network members’ ability to influence the selection and development of the projects. A brief summary is included in Table 3 below. Between 2 and 25 CDRN members have been involved in the various activities across the period September 2010 to December 2011 with consistent majority participation of members in the project selection processes.
### Table 3: CDRN involvement in knowledge translation projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage and Activity</th>
<th>Time-frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Establishment</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifying priority areas</td>
<td>September 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Round 1 NQDCN</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of project concepts</td>
<td>September – October 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project selection processes</td>
<td>Expressions of Interest: November 2010 Full proposals: February 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation on steering committees</td>
<td>November 2011 ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clarifying knowledge translation activities</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in NHMRC workshop</td>
<td>July 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Round 2 NQDCN</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working groups to clarify project concepts</td>
<td>March – July 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project selection processes</td>
<td>December 2011 – February 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2.7 Website reviews

A range of organisations have been identified that AA believes are likely to be engaged in various aspects of the NQDCI and more particularly the CDRN. These organisations are currently involved in either the National Quality Dementia Care Initiative Executive Committee or the Service Provider Network formed to support the Initiative, which is why these websites were selected for audit. The websites of these organisations were reviewed in December 2011 by searching for the acronym ‘CDRN’ and organisational title ‘Alzheimer’s Australia’, (refer to Table 4 below).

### Table 4: Audit of websites of potential partner organisations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Search Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alzheimer’s Australia and State and Territory Associations</td>
<td><a href="http://www.fightdementia.org.au/">http://www.fightdementia.org.au/</a></td>
<td>68 hits generated for the term CDRN, predominantly linked to NQDCI page (60 hits) with 8 results directed to an AAR Dementia Grant form which is no longer accessible. Also searching NQDCI brought up the following two documents: Alzheimer’s Australia National Quality Dementia Care Initiative Funding Application Template and NQDCI Proposal Template.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dementia Collaborative Research Centres</td>
<td><a href="http://www.dementia.unsw.edu.au/">http://www.dementia.unsw.edu.au/</a></td>
<td>No hits were generated for the term CDRN; 18 hits for the term Alzheimer’s Australia – several references in these 18 hits to the NQDCI and associated references to the CDRN, occurred on various pages throughout the DCRC (Assessment and Better Care) website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.hith.qut.edu.au/nrs/research/associated_centres_and_programs/dementiacentre/">http://www.hith.qut.edu.au/nrs/research/associated_centres_and_programs/dementiacentre/</a></td>
<td>No hits were generated for the term CDRN; with 184 results for ‘Alzheimer’s Australia’, and no hits for the acronym ‘NQDCI’ on the DCRC (Consumers and Carers) website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.anu.edu.au/">http://www.anu.edu.au/</a></td>
<td>The Dementia Collaborative Research Centre – Early Diagnosis and Prevention (DCRC – Early Diagnosis and Prevention) does not have a dedicated website at ANU (<a href="http://www.anu.edu.au/">http://www.anu.edu.au/</a>).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Organisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Search Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HammondCare</td>
<td><a href="http://www.hammond.com.au/">http://www.hammond.com.au/</a></td>
<td>No search function, so pages were reviewed by scanning for the search terms ‘CDRN’ and ‘Alzheimer’s Australia’. No specific reference to the CDRN. On the ‘Resources’ page, it is recommended to visit the AA home page for more general information on dementia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACH Group</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ach.org.au/">http://www.ach.org.au/</a></td>
<td>Searching for ‘CDRN’ and ‘Alzheimer’s Australia’ returned no results. However, viewers are directed to Alzheimer’s Australia for more information, for example on dementia risk reduction strategies and early intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resthaven Incorporated</td>
<td><a href="http://www.resthaven.asn.au/">http://www.resthaven.asn.au/</a></td>
<td>Searching ‘CDRN’ returned no results. Searching ‘Alzheimer’s Australia’ returned 29 hits. These related mainly to the Postgraduate Research Scholarship in Dementia Care, established in conjunction with AA, and directing website users to the AA homepage for more information on certain issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- NQDCI is mentioned in document titled ‘Outcome 4: Aged Care and Population Ageing’.  
- The Address to Alzheimer’s Australia 14th National Conference (Brisbane, May 2011) by Minister Butler also refers to the CDRN and NQDCI. |
| Northern Health – Bundoora Extended Care Centre | [http://www.nh.org.au/bundoora-extended-care-centre/w1/i1001208/](http://www.nh.org.au/bundoora-extended-care-centre/w1/i1001208/) | Searching ‘CDRN’ and ‘NQDCI’ returned no results. Searching ‘Alzheimer’s Australia’ returned 30 matches none of these matches directly linked to the AA web-site or contained any detailed information relating to AA. |

### 3.2.8 Communications and issues logs

The summary record of communications from the Manager of the CDRN to the members of the CDRN is referred to as the communications log. Originally this was described as a listserv. A listserv is an electronic mailing list of people who wish to receive specified information from an
identified source (in this case the AA National Office) and in relation to a specific topic (the NQDCI).

The communications log provides information regarding opportunities for participation in activities by CDRN members and the major communication issues conveyed by AA to the network. In addition the communications log provides an indication of the frequency of communication and the level of ongoing interaction that is needed to support consumer engagement initiatives such as the CDRN. One on one emails between representatives of the AA National Office and individual members of the CDRN have not been included in this communications log, only emails to all members have been recorded.

Subjects covered in this communications log are summarised below, further discussion about communication within the CDRN is included in later sections of this report.

Between July 2010 and November 2011 there were approximately 102 email communications from the Manager of the CDRN to the CDRN membership, averaging around 1.5 emails per week, (noting that the launch of the CDRN occurred in September 2010 with the first face to face meeting of members). Looking at the distribution of emails over time, peaks in use are evident. In April/May 2011 a high level of use was reported, which mainly related to the lead up to, and follow-up from, the 14th Alzheimer’s Australia National Conference (held in Brisbane from 17 to 20 May) and associated CDRN meeting. In September 2011 another peak in communication was evident, which was largely accounted for by a number of requests for participation in surveys and projects, as well as requests for feedback on NQDCI tender documents and DCRC proposals.

As can be seen in Table 5 below, the most emails recorded in the communications log related to requests for various types of participation. Membership was another frequent subject of communication, including issues of recruitment and resignation. Other email communications related to general matters, CDRN meetings, distribution of related information, and NQDCI matters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject matter</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Number of emails</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request for participation</td>
<td>Research initiatives, consultations, policy developments and workshop or conference presentations</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership issues</td>
<td>Recruitment, resignations, request for assistance by members</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General matters</td>
<td>Regular CDRN updates on activities and requests for involvement</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDRN meetings</td>
<td>Agenda setting, background reading, follow-up actions</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related information</td>
<td>New initiatives, news items</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NQDCI</td>
<td>Working groups, draft project descriptions, selection of proposals</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>102</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, an online forum / chat room was established, and was expected to be a main venue for CDRN communication. However this proved unsuccessful, whilst still operational it continues to be underused by members. Many members reported that they were not familiar with this communication mechanism and felt more comfortable with the use of email and telephone.

A separate issues log was also kept alongside the communications log. This data collection tool aimed to assist the Manager of the CDRN track issues that required attention and resolution over time. Twenty two issues were recorded in this log from December 2010 to November 2011, with actions and outcomes also reported for each issue.

Most of these issues related to:
- Individual support needs of CDRN members;
Changes in CDRN membership;  
Resource issues relating to participation; and  
Responses to other stakeholders.

### 3.2.9 National summit/meeting evaluations and observations

The national evaluation team has attended both national meetings of the CDRN, as observers and on occasion participants. The inaugural National CDRN summit was held in September 2010, prior to the finalisation of our contract with AA to undertake the national evaluation. Consequently, our attendance at the meeting was in an observer capacity only. It was, however, an extremely valuable opportunity for us to meet the CDRN members and key stakeholders, and gain a better understanding of the sorts of evaluation questions and data collection processes that would be most relevant for this element of the overall NQDCI program evaluation. At the time, we were able to assist the team from the AA National Office to develop a simple workshop evaluation form for members to complete, which has since proved to be a template for subsequent meetings. This tool has provided us with some valuable baseline data, in particular regarding expectations of the members and stakeholders, against which we can compare subsequent data as the evaluation progresses.

The second national workshop of the CDRN was held in May 2011, and this provided the national evaluation team with the opportunity to work collaboratively with the CDRN members and the Manager of the CDRN to test some of the principles underpinning the evaluation. This is in keeping with our overall approach to the evaluation, which is to assist individuals and organisations build capacity in their evaluation skills. Similarly, it is consistent with the general principles underpinning the CDRN, which is to enable consumers to have a voice in the direction and evaluation of activities that relate to them.

The major focus of our engagement with the CDRN at the second meeting was to present the overall evaluation approach. In particular, we sought members’ feedback on the key domains identified in the literature which have been adopted to assess the engagement processes of the CDRN. The meeting also provided the national evaluation team an opportunity to observe the processes, interactions and dynamics of the group, and compare these against our observations from the inaugural meeting. A summary of data collected through these face to face meetings is provided in Table 6.

### Table 6 CDRN meeting data sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting</th>
<th>Data sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Inaugural Summit       | Workshop evaluation form  
Minutes and actions arising  
Informal feedback from CDRN members and key stakeholders in attendance  
Observations of the national evaluation team |
| 2nd National Workshop  | Workshop evaluation form  
Activity – Key domains; barriers and enablers  
Activity – Note to evaluators re: unintended consequences  
Activity – Exercise: What questions do you want answered in the evaluation?  
Minutes and actions arising  
Informal feedback from CDRN members and key stakeholders in attendance  
Observations of the national evaluation team |
3.2.10 CDRN member telephone survey – AA National Office

An unanticipated source of data was the de-identified information provided by the Manager of the CDRN following her telephone conversations with each member of the CDRN during early 2011. The spreadsheet included summary points only from these conversations. The telephone conversations followed a structured interview template addressing operational issues, processes, levels of engagement and barriers and enablers to participation. Twenty two members were interviewed: 4 former carers; 15 carers; 2 people with a diagnosis of dementia; and 1 other (status not recorded).

3.2.11 Joint AA/NHMRC knowledge translation in dementia workshop

An unexpected development of the overall NQDCI has been the convening of a workshop by the National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC), in conjunction with Alzheimer's Australia. The workshop was intended both to build capacity and understanding of knowledge translation within the sector, as well as to feed into the development of project concepts for the second round of NQDCI project funding. The workshop evaluations have been incorporated into this interim evaluation report.

The workshop arose out of conversations between the NHMRC and AA National Office following the outcomes of the project selection process for Round 1 of the NQDCI. It was clear that the majority of applicants did not conceptualise knowledge translation in the same way that the CDRN had, and this was further reinforced in the feedback AA received from a number of unsuccessful applicants. Workshop participants included a mix of researchers, service providers and policy makers involved in knowledge translation in dementia care. The day was structured in a way that clarified the role of the NHMRC in knowledge translation, highlighted the focus of practice-based translation of research that was of central concern to the CDRN, and provided the opportunity for participants to workshop draft project descriptions for Round 2 of the NQDCI. The involvement of consumers was central to the day, including members of the CDRN delivering presentations and leading discussion groups. The national evaluation team was in attendance in a participant/observer capacity. The data collected on the day provided valuable insights into the understanding of various stakeholder groups around knowledge translation, as well as elevating the profile of the role consumers can play in determining and shaping research agendas and projects. It should be noted that the data in Table 7 are based only on attendees who provided this information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attendees principal area of expertise</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service provision</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultancy group</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total respondents</strong></td>
<td><strong>56</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The workshop included one presentation relating to research administration, two presentations relating to aspects of knowledge translation and a further two presentations that addressed consumer engagement issues. Three group sessions were held that included:

- An introductory session, review of draft project briefs and discussion regarding consumer engagement;
- Key areas of evidence-practice gaps per priority area, enablers and barriers; and
- Development of possible strategies/projects to address issues raised in the previous session.

Workshop feedback was obtained through evaluation surveys and additional feedback provided directly to representatives of AA and members of the national evaluation team.
4 Findings

Each level of the evaluation framework includes a series of questions to ascertain the process, impacts and outcomes of network activities according to that target group/level; i.e. Level 1 (consumers); Level 2 (providers) and Level 3 (system). This section integrates the findings from the multiple data sources (described in Section 3.2), in relation to the questions posed in the CDRN evaluation framework. A large component of the data collected has come from qualitative sources and where possible we have used the words of members of the CDRN to illustrate views that were consistently reflected in several data sources. Those unfamiliar with qualitative methods can sometimes perceive these quotes as anecdotes that reflect the view of one respondent, this is not the case.

4.1 Process, impacts and outcomes for consumers

The primary aim of the CDRN is ‘to provide individuals with dementia, their family carers and friends the opportunity to be actively involved in dementia research and knowledge translation’.4

The two key activities of the CDRN to date have been:

- establishing the overall direction and selection of projects and ongoing monitoring of the National Quality Dementia Care Network knowledge translation projects which seek to bridge the research – practice gap; and
- working with research organisations and funding agencies to ensure that the needs of people with dementia and their carers are better incorporated into research funding and implementation.

This section addresses the extent to which this aim has been achieved and provides the findings relevant to consumers.

4.1.1 Improvements in involvement of consumers in setting research priorities

Role clarity has been important for the CDRN members. It has contributed to their sense of common purpose and focus. For several members it took some months for them to feel they properly understood their role and were ‘on track’.

From a list of seven options (that came from the CDRN Terms of Reference), members were surveyed and asked to select what they considered to be the three most important roles of CDRN members. Figure 2 below displays the results to this question. Setting priorities for NQDCI knowledge translation projects was most frequently selected as an important role. This was closely followed by the role of advising the DCRCs on consumer priorities for research. The assessment and monitoring of knowledge translation projects was also ranked highly. The remaining four options were selected less often, indicating a perception of lower importance for these roles among respondents generally.

---

The priority areas for the NQDCN projects were determined through group processes conducted during the inaugural CDRN summit. Members were asked to identify those areas where there appeared to be a need for research and or practice to improve outcomes for people with dementia and their carers. The topics identified by members were:

- Accreditation;
- Advance care planning;
- Consumer-directed care;
- Disclosure of diagnosis by GPs;
- Non-pharmacological approaches to behavioural symptoms of dementia;
- Palliative care;
- Person-centred care;
- Post diagnosis assistance;
- Respite;
- Restraints;
- Services for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and Culturally and Linguistically Diverse carers;
- Support services for carers;
- Symbol project – dementia; and
- Timely diagnosis and referral.

The DCRC representatives at this meeting were then asked to nominate whether there was strong research evidence for each of the suggested areas, and also to identify reasons why the research outcomes may not have been adopted in practice. Members were then asked to vote for their priority areas, and the top six priorities were:

1. Person centred care;
2. Advance care planning;
3. Support for carers;
4. Timely diagnosis of dementia;
5. Non-pharmacological approaches to managing behavioural symptoms of dementia; and
6. Palliative care for people with dementia.
The evaluation of the inaugural summit included a question which asked members if they agreed with the statement ‘I was involved in the decision on priorities for projects’ which referred to the priorities for knowledge translation projects. In the workshop evaluation; all CDRN members who responded (21) indicated that they ‘strongly agreed’. One member, however, did comment that they felt the process for determining priorities:

‘...was unclear and not fully reflective of issues’.

The AA National Office subsequently commenced activities associated with Round 1 of the NQDCN for projects based on these six priority areas. The assessment of proposals was undertaken by the CDRN, who were assisted with summaries from key stakeholder groups (the SPN, and research, evaluation and knowledge translation experts). The final decision regarding the selection of the two projects funded was made by a sub-group of the CDRN. Most members perceived this as a difficult decision and one that was likely to raise the ire of researchers. It was fully supported by the CEO and team from AA. The following quotes from network members illustrate this view:

“We didn’t put forward more as we felt they were not addressing the priorities from a consumer perspective – we need to focus on research that will make a difference to the lives of people with dementia and the carers as well – we felt these projects could make a distinct difference.”

“We were very tough in the first round of funding as we really wanted to only support projects we genuinely thought would have an impact on the care of people with dementia.”

The assessment and selection of the knowledge translation projects has been satisfying as well as challenging for CDRN members as per the following comments:

“The most satisfying role to date has been the development of the priority areas and knowledge translation project proposal process – this is a key focus for the CDRN.”

“I think when you know the amount of work that has gone into a submission and you are saying no to it and you understand the hours of getting it to this stage – you feel it and the fact that we can’t do more, we are limited by money.”

Members of the CDRN recognise that it takes time to have an impact on research priorities and whilst members are generally positive about the network’s progress in this area there remains a healthy scepticism about the degree to which the network has influenced change in its first year of operation.

“The CDRN has been able to impact research priorities through the six priority areas it has selected for funding. Sometimes I feel it is existing research that is merely being reshaped into the priorities. We are not yet getting at the essence of what the CDRN is trying to do, for example, some project proposals are very tangential and want either a continuation of funding or to add on to existing work. There is a very big proportion that does not address knowledge translation or the priority areas.”

“As for research priorities – gradually, I hope that some researchers are more aware of areas that consumers think there should be research in – this is also a slow process.”

Members have been successful in influencing the research funding priorities of Alzheimer’s Australia Research Ltd (AAR), the body charged with allocating funding for dementia research within Alzheimer’s Australia. A working group of four CDRN members developed protocols for working with AAR, which have resulted in the following outcomes:

- Inclusion of two questions within grant applications regarding consumer engagement/participation;
- Agreement that the CDRN will assess ‘lay’ summaries of proposals and provide feedback to the selection committee; and
- Agreement that funding will be allocated to a specific priority area identified by the CDRN.
These are significant achievements, particularly given that the CDRN had only been in operation for some months prior to the acceptance of their proposals. It also indicates the preparedness of AAR to accept consumer involvement in research decision-making.

**Consumer perceptions of achievements and impact**

The personal opinions of members were sought in relation to what they believed the CDRN had achieved to date, through a number of questions in the CDRN membership survey.

It was stated that the CDRN represented a vehicle for consumer input in dementia research, and was a formal avenue for researchers to engage with consumers. Also, with skills and expertise being rapidly developed, respondents perceived that the group is beginning to be recognised as a resource for researchers, as indicated in several free text responses. Referring to the NQDCI projects, one respondent noted that these were ‘the first dementia projects in Australia directly driven by the needs of consumers’.

Other perceived achievements included:
- giving members insight into the problems and challenges faced by researchers;
- changing attitudes towards the inclusion of consumer perspectives in research;
- raising the profile of what consumers may be able to offer to the whole process of research in dementia (among researchers and consumers themselves);
- increasing researchers’ awareness of the importance of consumer input;
- providing an impetus for researchers to include consumer input in research proposals;
- guiding the direction of research;
- setting priorities for knowledge transfer and research projects which are important to consumers;
- allocating funding for knowledge transfer research projects; and
- establishing strong and supportive relationships within the CDRN, and strong networks in the dementia health sector and with the NHMRC.

Two respondents stated that achievements in translating research into practice were minimal so far.

Survey respondents were also questioned about their perspectives of the CDRN’s achievement of its aims. Figure 3 shows very positive responses with the majority of responses being either agree or strongly agree. This reveals that respondents have a positive perception of the CDRN, and believe meaningful achievements are being realised. In particular, the strongest agreement was towards the statement that: ‘The CDRN is empowering consumers to contribute to dementia research’ with 17 of 24 respondents strongly agreeing. The statement that: ‘The CDRN is improving the engagement of consumers with the work of Alzheimer’s Australia’ also received strong agreement (13 of 22 respondents).

One respondent disagreed that the CDRN is empowering consumers to contribute to dementia research. However, this was the only negative response to all four statements.

Although not depicted in Figure 3, a small number of respondents stated in free text fields that they did not know whether the CDRN was contributing to certain achievements and impacts. This response is understandable as some members had only joined the CDRN relatively recently. Also, attributing achievements in relation to complex issues such as “improving the care of people with dementia” to one body such as the CDRN is difficult when many stakeholders contribute to this in practice.
In terms of the CDRN’s achievements, the critical nature of AA’s support thus far and into the future is evident, as illustrated by the statement:

“Without the support of AA, through Ellen, I don’t think it would have achieved what it has to date and that level of support will be necessary to keep the group moving forward once the NQDCI projects are all initiated and underway”.

In summary CDRN members have contributed to the work of the network in several ways including through:
- Setting priorities for and assessing and evaluating knowledge translation projects;
- Attending workshops, conferences and face-to-face meetings;
- Participating in teleconferences, discussion groups and network sub-group meetings;
- Reviewing research proposals from a consumer perspective;
- Providing comment through emails and surveys; and
- Representing the CDRN at various meetings and forums.

4.1.2 Documentation of consumer experiences

It is clear from the data collected that the majority of members of the CDRN have had positive experiences as a result of their involvement.

For example CDRN member survey respondents were asked ‘From your perspective what are positive aspects about being a member of the CDRN?’ There were two responses consistently reported by the majority of respondents. Firstly, the opportunity to provide input which promotes consumers’ needs and contributes positively and meaningfully to research that will hopefully lead to improved lives and care of people with dementia, their families and carers. This need to ‘make a difference’ was extremely important to most members of the CDRN. Secondly, being part of a group that is passionate and committed to improving lives and the care of people with dementia, families and carers was also frequently reported. Respondents perceived membership in a group of people that have and/or are facing the same challenges of dementia to be positive, as they felt understood, and could share similar experiences. For the majority of members, the network has provided a belonging and camaraderie that has united the group. This was a consistent message relayed throughout the member interviews:
“I think a big thing about the CDRN is that it is made up of 25 consumers – we have a commonality of experience that gives us a broader understanding, acceptance and focus compared to other networks I have been involved with.”

“The CDRN is different because all members are like me; all have a loved one or have lost a loved one with dementia.”

A consistent theme has been the sense of personal benefits and empowerment that members feel as a result of their involvement, particularly arising out of their active engagement in the assessment and selection of the NQDCN knowledge translation projects. An important galvanising factor appears to be the previously referred to decision to select only two projects in Round 1 and the subsequent unquestioned support of the AA National Office, particularly in the face of potential negative responses from key stakeholders such as researchers and AA State and Territory Associations. The personal benefits were consistently relayed in the free text fields of the member survey responses and in the member interviews. Examples that illustrate this majority view follow:

“…a bit of a steep learning curve…I actually found it quite challenging when we were asked to make comments from the consumer perspective and what was actually meant and what I should be looking for – what could I suggest in terms of ways of increasing consumer involvement.”

When asked to identify the unintended consequences of their participation in the network during an evaluation activity at the May 2011 meeting, the responses confirmed the mix of personal and professional benefits that had arisen over time.

Members cited personal benefits such as meeting others (6 out of 17 respondents), emotional support (4) and enhanced respect (2) as positive and unanticipated benefits of their engagement in the network. Similarly, around two thirds mentioned the satisfaction that arose due to their enhanced ‘sphere of influence’, such as having involvement with and influencing researchers (6), and ‘making a contribution’ and ‘making a difference’ (5). In addition, a member identified improved skills development in terms of presentation skills and a further five indicated their improved knowledge of dementia, assessing research proposals and participating in advisory committees on research projects as a result of their membership of the network.

Challenges of membership

Members of the CDRN were asked through interview to reflect on ‘the most challenging thing about being a member of the CDRN’. Several themes emerged including the:

- importance of clear aims and a common understanding of the role of the CDRN;
- need for balance within the network between the needs of carers and the needs of people with dementia (noting that carers outnumber people with dementia by the ratio 5:1);
- geographical distance between network members;
- limited representation from some States and Territories, particularly the NT;
- pressures generated by competing time priorities;
- amount of work and material requiring review;
- difficulties with the terminology and language of research, particularly the widespread use of acronyms; and
- complexity of the field and multiple stakeholders involved in dementia care and research.

The following quote captures the views of several members relating to the challenge of membership:

“…a bit of a steep learning curve…I actually found it quite challenging when we were asked to make comments from the consumer perspective and what was actually meant and what I should be looking for – what could I suggest in terms of ways of increasing consumer involvement.”
In summary, despite what may appear to some as a slow start, in terms of having only two projects funded in the first NQDCN round, there continues to be a strong conviction by the majority of members that their work will result in positive outcomes for people with dementia and their carers more generally. These expectations have been evident in the engagement of members at the national meetings, their participation in working groups and the assessment and selection of knowledge translation projects, as well as their responses to requests for input to research projects by DCRCs and the AA National Office in its policy and related program activities.

4.1.3 Consumer capacity development

It is clear from the feedback received to date that consumers feel that they have developed capacity as a result of their involvement in the network. Capacity development was particularly evident to the national evaluation team when observing the increased confidence and competence of the group at the May 2011 workshop compared to the inaugural September 2010 meeting.

By the end of the inaugural meeting, members indicated their improved clarity regarding the skills they could bring to the work of the network, and their ability to contribute to its outcomes. The skills included a mix of personal experience, gained through personal experience of having dementia, caring for someone with dementia and involvement in other carer support groups (21 respondents out of 21). In addition, around half the members brought professional experience to the group, through their professional, clinical, research, knowledge translation, business and policy roles (12 respondents). Two members brought specific cultural and linguistic diversity perspectives, and one member brought a rural perspective. Perceptions of members’ contributions are illustrated by the following comments generated from member interviews:

“I think I have provided a perspective from a person with dementia which wasn’t being said.”

“I hope to contribute through my insights and ideas experienced through some of the difficulties I encountered in seeking care for my spouse – the more help one needs, the less is available.”

Whilst some members had exhibited signs of caution and hesitancy at the commencement of the meeting, the feedback indicated that by the meeting end all members had a better understanding of how they could contribute to the work of the network. In response to the statement: ‘I can see opportunities to participate in this network in the future’, 15 strongly agreed with this statement and 6 agreed. Despite this, however, members also indicated that they felt they needed improved skills and capacity to enable all members to contribute as well as more opportunity to interact with one-another (16 comments). The training needs identified have consistently been around the following four themes:

- Research: working with researchers, assessing proposals from a consumer perspective, updates of latest research findings;
- Technology: use of the online forum;
- Knowledge translation: clarity around definition, evidence and practices; and
- Advocacy skills: consumer engagement, advocacy and influencing skills appropriate to the role.

This capacity development came through strongly in the member interviews and is typified by the following quote:

“I have been learning as I have gone along about the research methodologies and being able to see how the researchers have constructed their projects and what their attitudes seem to be relating to those projects.”

The May 2011 workshop included a number of presentations and activities to address the issues raised, including sessions on research issues, consumer advocacy and evaluation issues. These sessions were well regarded by the majority of participants; however several members expressed views which suggest some of the presenters had underestimated the level of skills and knowledge within the group, and consequently felt somewhat patronised as a result. This degree of frankness...
was indicative of the increased confidence within the group about their ability to contribute to the research process, as well as their perspective of the validation of their role in that process.

The face-to-face meetings are perceived as critical to the development of the network. The following quotes from CDRN members illustrate views consistently expressed:

“*The first meeting was really an orientation and introduction – the second meeting we had a mission, something to do and this was satisfying.*”

“*May was excellent as they brought in the academics from the DCRCs to explain what was going on in their units and the teleconferences are good.*”

“*Face-to-face meetings are absolutely critical – what these meetings do is give people the chance to share experiences and knowledge, develop respect and relationships – to me it is the most amazing group to come together.*”

The confidence displayed within the group context, however, was not as apparent amongst the seven members involved in facilitating group activities at the joint AA/NHMRC Knowledge Translation workshop held in July 2011. While there had been a pre-event teleconference and members had been provided with some briefing materials and were actively engaged throughout the workshop, some of the informal comments made throughout the day suggested that they still felt under-prepared for the occasion, and had not expected such a large number of researchers to be attending. Others, however, felt that the meeting provided an important opportunity for them to highlight the importance of considering issues from a consumer perspective. This outcome was clearly achieved according to the workshop evaluation responses, with one participant noting that it was:

“…*a watershed meeting with the room full of illuminati of the dementia world, in serious discussion with the consumer network.*”

Several potential areas for skills development were identified by external stakeholders through their experience of the NQDCN funding round and the AA/NHMRC workshop. This included improved understanding by CDRN members of research processes, proposal assessment and facilitation skills. In particular, a number expressed concern that members did not have an appreciation of the amount of work involved in putting together a research proposal, the funding environment within which researchers work or the personal experience and commitment that many researchers have regarding improving care of people with dementia. Training in these areas would reduce the ‘scepticism’ that some in the research community have expressed regarding consumer involvement in research, as well as improve the CDRN’s ‘capacity to respect and appreciate the role of science’. A participant at the AA/NHMRC workshop observed that some CDRN members appeared ‘overwhelmed by the task’ and suggested that either an independent or impartial facilitator would have been more appropriate to ensure the discussions kept ‘on topic’. The participant went on to say that the consumer representative was ‘too busy keeping a hold of the discussion’, resulting in the group not having a chance to hear their perspective; the consequence was that it ‘served to reinforce the negative stereotypes that consumers may hold about researchers and researchers hold about consumers.’

That said, however, the need for consumers to have research skills was not ranked highly by respondents in the CDRN membership survey. The survey included a question regarding the capacities required for a CDRN member to participate effectively. The attributes were derived from feedback by CDRN members at their May 2011 workshop, and included the following (in order of importance according to the CDRN):

1. Experience and/ or empathy with dementia;
2. Passion to make a difference/ commitment;
3. Open-mindedness; and
4. Specialist skills such as research.

A fifth attribute was included in the survey question, Information Technology (IT) skills, given its importance in facilitating communication between members.
With regard to the importance of different capacities required for a member of the CDRN to participate effectively, a general pattern in the rankings emerged in the results (see Figure 4). Experience/empathy with dementia was overwhelmingly ranked as the most important capacity for network members.

**Figure 4  Ranked importance of capacities**
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Figure 5 depicts the ranking of importance of resources and/or supports required for a member of the CDRN to participate effectively. This figure reveals a less distinguishable ranking pattern to that shown in Figure 4, which means there is less agreement among respondents in these rankings.

The majority of respondents consider the most important resource and/or support to be the provision of relevant information. Available time was generally ranked as second in importance, support from Alzheimer’s Australia ranked third, expert advice ranked fourth, and reimbursement of expenses ranked least important.

The majority of respondents rated research skills as being of lesser importance than empathy, commitment and open-mindedness. This supports the views expressed by a number of stakeholders, that the perceived deficits in understanding of research processes by network members is not insurmountable, and understanding should increase over time and with more opportunities for the two groups to interact and work together.

The fact reimbursement of expenses was perceived by many respondents as least important highlights that members are not motivated by reimbursement. This finding may also be related to other factors e.g. socio-demographic characteristics of members. However several comments were provided that indicated that for some members this financial support was a contributing factor in enabling them to participate.
CDRN members were surveyed about their understanding of the relationship between the CDRN and other bodies/initiatives. As is evident in Figure 6, a high level of understanding of the relationship between the CDRN and other bodies/initiatives was indicated by survey respondents. It is worth noting, however, that 15 of 23 respondents indicated they did not understand the relationship between the CDRN and the Service Provider Network (SPN) of the NQDCI. This may be explained by the fact that the SPN had been relatively recently established, and the Terms of Reference of both networks do not explicitly include engagement with each other. For each of the other five bodies/initiatives, over 80% of respondents nominated that they understood the relationship with the CDRN.

Figure 6  Understanding of the relationship between the CDRN and other initiatives
4.1.4 Unintended consequences

The CDRN has started to be used as a general resource for organisations looking to contact or draw upon consumers with experience and expertise relating to dementia. For example, CDRN members have reported several unintended consequences arising from their membership of the network. One member was invited to represent carers (via the CDRN), at a number of different health related steering committees. Another member was invited to present to a large regional meeting of over 100 NSW Aged Care Assessment Team (ACAT) workers in metropolitan Sydney. The presentation was about a carer’s perspective on living with a person with dementia. This member reported:

“It was reassuring when they were interested in what I had to say and what we were able to share was helpful to the workers – there were lots of questions.”

The feedback from the service providers was overwhelmingly positive as illustrated by the comment from an ACAT team leader:

“…the presentation has challenged many of us to think about our practise, and the impact our involvement has on clients and families…this consumer is an amazing advocate for families, carers and Alzheimer’s Australia.”

Another member has been asked to speak about the role of the network at meetings within a residential care facility where their relative resides. Several members are involved in research project committees (frequently related to DCRC projects) but also others, for example, a committee reviewing the educational needs of tertiary students in relation to dementia care. One network member attended the Round Table discussion about NHMRC Partnership Centres with the federal Minister for Mental Health and Ageing. Several members have also been involved in setting up a spin off group through AA Qld to look at the support needs of people with younger onset dementia. There are also three members of the CDRN who are also members of the AA National Consumer Advisory Committee. Most recently one of the CDRN members has been invited by Palliative Care Australia to be the consumer representative on the National Standards Assessment Program Steering Committee.

For some network members, it has been apparent that participation has been part of a personal journey as they deal with the grief and personal impact of dementia. An observation of one key stakeholder was that there were different levels of ‘readiness’ to be involved amongst members, citing an example of where their clinical skills needed to be utilised in their working with one member on a research project. As the stakeholder did not elaborate on the issue or nature of the intervention, it is not clear if this was directly related to the member’s role on the CDRN, or if it may have arisen anyway amongst the broad scope of activities within which the stakeholder is usually involved. That said, however, the episode does serve as a reminder that the nature of the caring journey and dementia trajectory means that there will be variables which can affect health and levels of participation over time, and these need to be taken into account in managing and supporting a group such as the CDRN.

While there is a general sense of positivity and achievement amongst the CDRN membership, there are also some examples of unanticipated challenges that have been identified by members. Even though the rationale for the establishment of the network has always been clear, a number of members have expressed concern at the ongoing difficulty they are experiencing in getting researchers to appropriately engage and incorporate their perspectives. This feedback was provided both during and following the May 2011 meeting, leading one member to question the value of the network if these difficulties could not be overcome.

Others have commented on the time and resource constraints associated with their participation in the network, and the need to manage their level of activity according to what is happening in primarily their personal lives, as well as professional lives.

“The challenge is not to do with the network it is to do with the other competing priorities outside.”
Another consistent message emerging from the network members is the importance of understanding the heterogeneity of dementia and the individual impact of the disease on people and families. This is also supported by the view that members of the network are not there to ‘push their own barrows’ but rather to advocate for diverse people and communities. This view is typified by the following comment from a CDRN member:

“I think having the capacity to see past your own experiences – we of course bring our own experiences and our view of the world is influenced by our own experience of dementia – but we need to understand that every family’s journey is different.”

4.2 Process, impacts and outcomes for providers

This section addresses the findings relevant to the CDRN and their relationship and experiences with providers. These areas of inquiry are outlined in the evaluation framework - Level 2. Responses regarding enablers and inhibitors, and unintended consequences, relating to providers are integrated throughout this section of the report.

4.2.1 Impact on NQDCN activity and priorities

As noted above, the CDRN chose fewer than expected projects for funding under Round 1 of the NQDCN, with two projects funded compared to the earlier expectations of five or six. There were a number of reasons behind the low number selected. A main reason appears to be the lack of clarity in the project documentation regarding the definition of knowledge translation. Another key factor identified was a lack of capacity within the sector to undertake knowledge translation projects (especially given the ambitious scope that the network was looking for). This was one of the key reasons for convening the joint workshop with the NHMRC. Consequently, many of the researchers who submitted applications appeared to have had a perception of research projects which had a practical application to improving care for people with dementia, as opposed to the practical application of research findings into practice which was the intent of the CDRN.

The competitive environment in which the process was conducted was also considered a factor in achieving a lower than expected success rate. Feedback from a number of stakeholders indicated that this resulted in some projects which seemed to have merit were not able to be optimised due to other groups submitting similar proposals and consequently they were regarded as being in competition with one another; the comment was made that if the two had collaborated it could have resulted in a strong national project resulting.

Another factor appears to be the timeframe within which the application process was conducted, and the requirement for AA State and Territory Associations to be involved in potential applications. While there was general agreement that there was merit in this latter requirement, a number noted that the result was a significant burden on State and Territory Association staff; there was a view that additional funding allocated to State and Territory Associations to build capacity and address the relationships with researchers may have optimised the opportunity for collaborative partnership development that the Initiative intended.

The AA National Office at the time received some highly negative feedback on the outcomes of the selection process from a number of key stakeholders and unsuccessful applicants. These views were echoed in some of the stakeholder interviews, although of lesser intensity partly as a result of the efforts of the AA National Office to clarify its position in terms of knowledge translation – and the NHMRC workshop appears to have been a significant vehicle for that – as well as feedback provided to unsuccessful applicants. However, there still appears to be some misapprehension amongst some stakeholders regarding the final decision-making processes for project selection, and the merits or otherwise of having consumers in a key decision-making role. It appears there would be benefit in more explicit information around the selection criteria and process, in particular the rationale for the CDRN’s involvement in the process, to be communicated amongst stakeholders. Despite this negative feedback, however a number of stakeholders and CDRN members have commented on the integrity of the AA National Office in terms of its support of the decisions made by, and the processes of, the CDRN.
On a positive note, each of the funded NQDCN projects have a CDRN member on the steering committee, and CDRN members actively participated in the NHMRC/AA workshop on knowledge translation, in particular facilitating group discussions about each of the priority areas and draft proposal outlines for Round 2 NQDCN funding. At the time of this report Round 2 proposals have been issued to network members for review. Project selection will be finalised at the next face-to-face meeting in February 2012.

4.2.2 Increased use of consumer involvement in research priority setting

The DCRCs have demonstrated clear leadership in terms of their support for consumer engagement in research, and the CDRN. While already having consumer engagement processes in place, the DCRCs invested funding to establish the Manager of the CDRN position. The three DCRC leads are members of the NQDCI Executive Committee and have been actively involved in CDRN national meetings. They have also incorporated CDRN members as members of their respective advisory committees as well as team members/advisers for specific research projects. The DCRC leads have been particularly helpful in contributing to the network at both the September 2010 and May 2011 face-to-face meetings through supporting the network’s capacity development and providing an understanding of the role of the DCRCs. One DCRC lead has also facilitated the inclusion of a CDRN member on the steering committee of an aged care organisation.

“Researchers do get nervous about involving lay people if they are unsure of their contribution and I think they have come to see that consumers are an ally and not a threat.”

A working group comprising five members of the CDRN was established immediately following the inaugural meeting, and subsequently developed a protocol for engagement with the DCRCs. This included a request that the CDRN be invited to provide a consumer perspective on research proposals being developed by DCRCs. The protocol was agreed to by the DCRC leads in April 2011.

There has been a steady increase in requests for involvement of CDRN members in DCRC and related research projects. On at least three occasions research proposals for DCRC funding have been circulated to members for comment and feedback. Members have also been asked to participate on the planning committees for DCRC forums, as well as workshops on social participation and communication with people with dementia. Feedback and/or participation have been sought from members on the following DCRC research projects:

- carers;
- assessment;
- communication with people with dementia;
- respite;
- prevention;
- nutrition;
- sexuality and residential care;
- clinical trials; and
- assessment of early onset dementia.

In addition, related research groups have requested input from the Network:

- University of Wollongong – stigma;
- University of New South Wales – community care;
- University of Sydney – aged care funding instrument (ACFI);
- National Ageing Research Institute;
- Griffith University – social participation and carers; suicide risk and resilience;
- Australian National University – physical activity; and
- Dementia Training and Studies Centre – care pathways.
The CDRN members have been very appreciative of the contribution of the DCRC leads:

“The DCRCs have been very supportive at involving us…input at the face-to-face sessions has been most helpful.”

There is a genuine recognition amongst CDRN members of the challenges that researchers face and a high level of respect for the expertise and knowledge that they contribute. This is captured in the following CDRN member comment:

“The very real constraints are the parameters the researchers have to work within – there is a keyhole view for researchers’ results.”

There is some evidence to indicate that representatives from service provision, research and policy domains are increasingly recognising the importance of consumer input to research. In the stakeholder interviews conducted during November 2011, seven out of eight respondents were positive about the statement ‘the CDRN is empowering consumers to contribute to dementia research’ (six ‘strongly agreed’ and one ‘agreed’); the eighth respondent was not sufficiently familiar with the CDRN to provide an informed comment.

While the feedback on the NQDCN Round 1 funding process showed concerns by some researchers regarding the capacity of CDRN members to participate in determining research priorities and/or processes, in general there appears to have been an improvement over time in terms of the level of understanding between the two groups of what each group has to offer, and the constraints under which they operate.

Similarly, feedback from the AA/NHMRC knowledge translation workshop indicated that the profile of consumers in research had been raised. For example, in responding to the survey question regarding the three key messages participants took from the day, ten out of twenty respondents listed consumer participation in research as either the number one or number two message. There was a general sense that the workshop had proved successful in making researchers more aware of the role consumers can play in research.

That said, however, a related NHMRC meeting in October 2011 to shape the research agenda for ageing, proved that consumer engagement is not yet top-of-mind for researchers. Anecdotal feedback from one participant noted that after a full day workshopping research priorities the issue of consumer engagement in research, despite being discussed, was not chosen as a top priority. The NHMRC representative in his closing address brought this to the attention of participants.

The fact that consumer engagement and knowledge translation is firmly part of the thinking of those responsible for allocating research funding (the NHMRC), however, can only serve to enhance the continuing advancement of both these constructs and processes into the future. This view is expressed by the CDRN members through the following quote:

“…I would like to see us be retained as a resource for other researchers or relevant groups such as policy groups etc., to provide guidance on consumer views…”

4.2.3 Training and resourcing of researchers to respond to increased consumer participation

The need for researchers to be better equipped to increase consumer participation is inherent to the CDRN’s charter. The establishment of the network as a resource, as noted previously, is starting to contribute to this goal. The need for researchers to be trained to do this, however, is the subject of some contention.

A consistent theme arising from the research sector has been the need for greater respect of consumers for the work they do; this was a very strong message after only two projects were funded in Round 1 of the NQDCN. One stakeholder has seriously questioned the logic underpinning this agenda of the CDRN, noting that many researchers are also clinicians, and
therefore are constantly engaging with consumers and have a sound understanding of, and commitment to, consumer issues. Consequently, the CDRN is:

“…merely formalising a lot of things that were already going on.”

While it is clear that there are some within the dementia research field who already have a strong understanding of and commitment to ensuring consumer participation, it appears there is still uncertainty regarding the processes and/or the benefits. Two very important initiatives have occurred to address these uncertainties.

The first is the commitment by the DCRC leads to fund the Manager of the CDRN position to facilitate the CDRN. This sends a very strong signal to the rest of the sector that this is an issue worth investing in. It also is significant given that most of the DCRCs already have active consumer engagement processes in place and yet are willing to provide additional funding for this coordinated, national approach.

The second initiative is the AA/NHMRC workshop, which has proved critical in raising the profile of consumers, and the contribution that they can make to the research process. While not converting all dementia researchers to the value of consumer participation in research it did, however, firmly place it on the agenda of the NHMRC. This is evident in the outcomes of the subsequent high level round table, convened by the Minister for Mental Health and Ageing and the NHMRC in November, 2011 to discuss priorities for dementia research and the possible establishment of a new NHMRC Partnership Centre. This meeting included a number of consumers, including the Chairperson of the CDRN, Dr Ron Sinclair.

4.2.4 Sustainability of the CDRN

There is a general consensus that the CDRN is not sustainable without ongoing funding for the overall facilitation role and costs associated with travel, meetings, administration etc. The investment of the DCRCs in the facilitation function provided by the Manager of the CDRN has been extremely important, as has the additional funding sourced for the NQDCI overall from the Wicking Trust and through BUPA which has primarily focussed on supporting the NQDCN initiatives.

Similarly, there is a general consensus amongst key stakeholders that the goodwill which has resulted in the funding will only continue if the outcomes of the network are successful and have demonstrable benefits, particularly for the research sector.

There is a general sense that the first year of the network has been evolving in terms of clarifying purpose and the way it relates to the broader research community. There is recognition amongst stakeholders that culture change takes time, and the network has not been operating sufficiently long enough for either its outcomes to be clear, or processes integrated into the ‘system at all levels’. As one stakeholder noted:

“…success will guarantee sustainability but the results are not in at this point in time”.

The issue of the sustainability of the CDRN was explored through the CDRN membership survey with responses to two statements, illustrated in Figure 7 below. In response to statement B ‘My investment (of time and effort) in the CDRN has been worth it’, 14 of 23 respondents strongly agreed, 7 agreed, and 2 had mixed feelings / neutral. No respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement. This statement aimed to find out whether respondents were positive about the investment they had already made in the network as this is a potential indicator of their likelihood of continuing with the CDRN.

In response to the statement ‘I intend to continue as a member of the CDRN for the foreseeable future’, 13 of 24 respondents strongly agreed, 10 agreed, and 1 had mixed feelings / neutral. No respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement (see Figure 7, statement K).
A I have shared the knowledge gained from my participation in the CDRN
B My investment (of time and effort) in the CDRN has been worth it
C I have developed valuable skills through my participation in the CDRN
D All members contribute to the work of the CDRN
E My opinions are valued by other members of the CDRN
F The CDRN is treated as an equal partner by Alzheimer's Australia
G The direction of the CDRN is determined by members
H The leadership of the CDRN comes from Alzheimer's Australia
I The CDRN has influenced the selection of NQDCI knowledge translation projects
J Members of the CDRN are representative of a range of dementia consumers
K I intend to continue as a member of the CDRN for the foreseeable future
L I have been provided with adequate resources (e.g. financial reimbursement, information) to participate in the CDRN
M I have been provided with adequate support (e.g. guidance from Alzheimer's Australia) to participate in the CDRN
N Communication between Alzheimer's Australia and the CDRN has been effective

Further perspectives about the sustainability of the CDRN were drawn from responses to the survey question: 'What do you feel is the single biggest issue facing the CDRN in the next 12 months?' The majority of responses were related to securing ongoing funding and financial support for the network. Thus, the biggest issue for the CDRN in the next 12 months was perceived by most respondents to be ensuring continuing and stable funding, which was seen as critical to the ongoing sustainability of the CDRN itself as well as the knowledge translation projects.

A number of other issues facing the CDRN in the coming year were listed by respondents. These included:
- the recruitment and utilisation of people with dementia as members;
• retaining members and continuing to enable their participation and engagement through facilitation and training;
• ensuring that expertise built up among current members is not lost;
• ensuring selected knowledge translation projects achieve good results (visible improvements in quality of life etc); and
• continuing to develop relationships with the DCRCs.

Illustrative of respondents’ general positive attitude towards the CDRN, and a desire to see the network sustained and extended, are the following statements:

“It would be very satisfying to see a CDRN role continue, strengthen, become broader in application to a fuller range of dementia issues – and to be even more representative of the spectrum of experiences of life with dementia in the community”.

“How sustainable is the CDRN – well AA has created a robust process and group regardless of whether people change, the process and systems and the way they have structured the network will make it work.”

CDRN members are realistic in recognising the role of the NHMRC in shaping the future of dementia research:

“To be frank the whole question of the research and role of the NHMRC will shape change and make it externally driven as dementia care will become a more significant issue for the health care system – the burden of disease with baby boomers will be extreme across delivery and treatment and this will push external action by governments.”

“I don’t think one structure can be all things to all people – given the CDRN is a work in progress (still new) it has been doing well in how it can potentially be used – it should not try to be all things to all people.”

4.2.5 Unintended consequences

The CDRN builds on the existing consumer mechanisms already employed by AA, such as the National Consumer Advisory Committee, Cross-cultural and Indigenous Advisory Committees funded by the Department of Health and Ageing under the Dementia Initiative, and those convened by AA State and Territory Associations.

Members were recruited through the established AA networks, as well as through publicity amongst broader consumer groups; applicants were then selected on the basis of ensuring as representative a mix as possible. While recommendations were sought from State and Territory AA Associations, the expectation was that the primary purpose was to inform the research priorities and projects associated with the NQDCI, with engagement with State and Territory Associations being a secondary objective. One member has participated in a related national committee: representing cultural and linguistically diverse communities and several members of the CDRN are also members of the National Consumer Advisory Committee.

Although members are drawn from each State and Territory, they are not identified as representatives as such, apart from providing the network with a reasonable geographic spread of members. Where there is a critical mass of members within states, these generally network amongst themselves between national meetings, although the focus is on national issues rather than issues pertaining to their state of origin.

While this has the advantage of ensuring that members are not distracted from the focus of the national network, it has led to some uncertainty amongst State and Territory Associations. Feedback through the stakeholder interviews and other observational sources suggest that there appears to be some disenfranchisement of State and Territory Associations, which also convene consumer advisory groups. The apparent parallel operation of national and local consumer groups led one stakeholder to comment that:
“...you have different consumers working on different projects and never the twain shall meet.”

Yet others have indicated that they are unsure what the difference is between the different groups. This suggests that there is room for improved communication between and engagement of the AA National Office and those of the State and Territory Associations.

Amidst the commentary on the success or otherwise of the CDRN there has been consistent recognition that consumer engagement, in terms of identifying research and project priorities, is a relatively new process within the Australian dementia research field. Consequently, it is an iterative experience, where all parties are 'learning by doing', often without the time for reflection or consolidation.

4.3 Process, impacts and outcomes for the system

This section addresses the questions outlined in the evaluation framework related to the processes, impacts and outcomes of the CDRN on the system (Level 3).

4.3.1 Opportunities which have arisen from the CDRN

The evaluation framework asks two questions regarding the promotion of outcomes associated with the CDRN: one in terms of disseminating lessons learned, and the other regarding the opportunity to influence policy, research or service delivery.

In terms of the lessons learned, there has been relatively little direct focus of effort to disseminate formative findings and short term impacts to date. This interim evaluation report provides an opportunity to disseminate the lessons learned through the formative evaluation phase and to highlight that meaningful consumer engagement in research is a 'two-way street'. It can only be successful if researchers and entities such as the NHMRC build upon the foundation established through the CDRN.

That said, however, AA has sought to increase the presence and profile of the CDRN through their participation in the national conference in Brisbane in May 2011, which included the announcement by the Minister for Mental Health and Ageing of the successful NQDCN projects. This had the very real potential to highlight the role consumers can play in determining research priorities and affecting practice change within the primarily service provider, research and policy sector representatives who attend AA conferences. To date, however, the national evaluation team has received no data on the impact of their presence as the conference was run by the Queensland association and not the AA National Office.

The AA National Office has had significant focus on enhancing its overall profile in the past year, in turn improving its ability to impact the policy, research and service delivery sectors. A key activity has been the AA rebranding exercise and the refreshing of the AA website which promotes a contemporary and coherent sense within the national federation. In addition, there has been much public and political campaign activity to increase awareness of the needs of people with dementia and their carers and highlight the need for ongoing funding for advocacy, research and service provision. These outcomes have in part been facilitated by the employment of the National Project Manager for the NQDCI and the Manager of the CDRN, both of whom have increasingly been called to undertake policy and publicity activities such as the Fight Dementia Campaign, BrainyApp development, submission writing, and undertaking national consultations on the Productivity Commission’s recommendations into aged care. As a consequence, the profile of AA appears to have increased amongst peak bodies and service providers within the aged care sector, with the national evaluation team noting that AA seems to have taken the lead in aspects of national policy around dementia and aged care. The downside, however, is that this increased activity is being undertaken from a relatively small team in the AA National Office, and may impact on its ability to consolidate findings and maximise the opportunities presented to them.
The outcomes of the NHMRC/AA knowledge translation workshop in July 2011, discussed previously, also highlight the enhanced profile of the AA National Office within the research, policy and service provider sectors.

The recent website audit reveals that the CDRN has relatively low online visibility amongst organisations that Alzheimer’s Australia is seeking to develop relationships with over time.

From the search of each website listed, as might be expected, it is apparent that the Alzheimer’s Australia website provides the most comprehensive information on the network. The implication of this finding is that Alzheimer’s Australia is not maximising opportunities to leverage off its existing partnerships. Greater public awareness could be gained by having partner organisations provide information about the NQDCI and CDRN on their websites. Consideration could be given to requesting partner organisations to provide a link to the Alzheimer’s Australia NQDCI webpage, as a minimum. This issue should be considered for the next 12 month period of the network.

4.3.2 Relationship between the CDRN and national, state and territory AA Associations

Since its inception, it is clear that the CDRN was to be a separate mechanism for consumer engagement within AA nationally, with a specific focus on knowledge translation and research. There has been cross-over of memberships between the consumer mechanisms within AA National Office, including co-opting of one member of the CDRN onto the Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Advisory Committee, and a joint dinner was held with all National Consumer Advisory Committee members prior to the AA national conference in Brisbane in May 2011. Feedback from CDRN members, however, suggests that there was limited engagement between the different groups, primarily because it was a rare opportunity for them to meet together informally and talk amongst themselves. This suggests that in the future, joint meetings of consumer groups may be more productive if there is a common agenda and focus of effort to work towards.

The involvement of AA State and Territory Associations has been limited to the initial promotion of information regarding the application process and subsequently through their experience in submitting proposals for the NQDCN funding. From the stakeholder interviews, and our conversations with and observations of State and Territory members at the inaugural meeting and at subsequent industry related occasions, it is clear that there are mixed views regarding the role of the CDRN, where it fits within the overall consumer engagement processes of the Associations, and what additional value it adds compared to the current or pre-existing consumer engagement processes already underway at the national, state and territory levels.

As a consequence, while there is general positivity regarding the relationships with the AA National Office and its communication processes, there does not appear to be a sense of coherence within AA as a whole in terms of its agenda, priorities or processes regarding consumers.

The influence of the CDRN on research has been discussed previously, in particular the heightened engagement of the NHMRC in knowledge translation and dementia research, as well as the changes to AAR funding processes. What is not clear, however, is the extent to which consumer directions in research will permeate beyond these areas; the anecdotal feedback regarding the ageing research agenda workshop held in Melbourne in late 2011 suggests there remains some way to go before consumers are top of mind for many in the research sector.

On the policy front, as noted previously, there appears to be a significant elevation of the profile of AA within the overall policy and/or political arena. Representatives of DoHA sit on the NQDCI Executive Committee, and have attended the national meetings. The approach by DoHA to the AA National Office to conduct consultations around the Productivity Commission’s recommendations, together with the Minister’s participation in several of AA’s initiatives during the year (e.g. Fight Dementia Campaign, NHMRC workshop, AA National conference) confirms the positive relationship between government and the AA National Office.
Discussion

The evaluation framework (previously issued), notes the absence of appropriate tools and instruments by which consumer engagement processes can be adequately measured, and the lack of established benchmarks to compare and evaluate the effectiveness of networks such as the CDRN. Researchers involved in consumer engagement have, however, identified a number of key factors or attributes, which need to be taken into consideration to optimise consumer involvement in direction setting and participation in research projects. These are the eight ‘key domains’ which have shaped our approach to this interim evaluation of the CDRN. The following discussion synthesises our analysis in relation to each domain. It also includes observations about barriers and enablers encountered where relevant to each domain.

5.1 Leadership and culture

The leadership and culture which drive and underpin consumer engagement processes are one of the most important aspects of ensuring positive and effective outcomes for both participants and stakeholders. Dr Judy Gregory, in her review of consumer engagement literature identified eight key factors that support positive collaboration processes, highlighting the need for an organisational wide approach.5

“Consumer engagement requires both time and money, and to succeed it needs an organisational champion.”

In the case of the CDRN, that organisational champion has been apparent from inception; the AA CEO has been a driving force in seeking funding, facilitating processes, and ensuring the integrity of the network’s deliberations and decisions. It was his vision to develop the NQDCI and to seek funding which would not constrain the processes or outcomes of the consumer engagement, but rather allow it to develop organically and be truly consumer driven. In the words of the CEO, the approach to the CDRN’s decisions around the NQDCN projects was very much ‘laissez-faire’ — and any preconceived notions about what these might result in have quickly been dispelled in favour of supporting the six priority areas identified by the CDRN. From members’ perspectives, the most significant demonstration of this has been his support of their decision to only choose two projects for funding under Round 1 of the NQDCN, which has been unwavering. This is in spite of heightened expectations within AA State and Territory Associations, and the DCRCs at the outset, and the negative feedback from a number of stakeholders arising from the outcomes. For many members, this signified a confirmation of the ‘genuine collaboration’ and ‘partnership’ between the AA National Office and the network, and validation of their role in research priority and decision-making processes. CDRN members perceive that this commitment to their perspectives has been in force from the inception of the CDRN as illustrated by the following member comments from interviews:

“…Glenn Rees, the CEO of AA, is totally committed to the network – this full support is critical as this doesn’t always happen in my experience with State based activities.”

“…right from the beginning there has been consumer choice so I was on the panel that selected Ellen so this provided evidence that our involvement was to be real.”

In addition to strong leadership, there is also a need for strong cultural alliance with the consumer engagement process. Of the eight principles of consumer engagement identified in the literature by Gregory, the organisational culture and processes were critical. The first principle to underpin collaboration was the recognition that ‘participation means partnership’, and this ‘means accepting uncertainty.’7 The subsequent principles emphasise the need for organisational change to occur, including aligning ‘consumer involvement plans with organisational capacity’, and the importance of involving staff in building that capacity. In the case of the CDRN, the two key staff members

6 Ibid p42
7 Ibid p48
involved in the day to day management of the CDRN, the Manager of the CDRN, Dr Ellen Skladzien and the NQDCI Project Manager, Dr Chris Hatherly, are examples of the capacity that has been built within the organisation that facilitates a collaborative culture with consumers. The feedback from members and a number of key stakeholders has been very positive about the skills, but perhaps more importantly, the style of these two individuals. Comments received by the national evaluation team confirm their collaborative working style, in particular how they have worked with the CEO and each other, particularly given their increasing workload over time. While a small number of stakeholders noted the relative inexperience of the two staff members, others have noted how they have ‘grown into their roles’. This latter aspect has also been the perspective of the national evaluation team: having worked with the AA National Office in both an evaluation as well as capacity building role, we have seen an emerging confidence and competence in terms of project management over time.

CDRN members have highlighted the personal style and qualities of the Manager of the CDRN as being ‘pivotal’ to their continued involvement, and the success of the network. This has predominantly been framed in terms of her openness and honesty, interpersonal style, perceptiveness, patience and empathy, particularly with members who have dementia and others struggling with personal issues. Her willingness to tailor communication and resource needs for individual members, rather than applying a ‘one-size fits all approach’ has been greatly valued by members. These attributes demonstrate her ‘genuine commitment’ to the success of the network.

As a group, it is still relatively early days for the CDRN however there are definite signs of its maturation in terms of leadership and culture. There is increasing evidence of members’ development in terms of their capacity and confidence and their ability to contribute to the leadership of the network. However, the group remains heavily reliant on the coordination role that the Manager of the CDRN provides, and would not be able to function effectively or efficiently without that position. This is consistent with what the literature reveals about principles to underpin successful consumer engagement. The members perceive that they are a long time away from independent functioning.

“I don’t think the network would work without Ellen – we need a leader or manager of the network to facilitate the process.”

“I think Chris and Ellen have done a fantastic job, out of everyone they are the ones who have galvanised consumers far more and they seem to really believe in consumer involvement, it is not tokenistic, they actually want consumers involved and having an active part.”

Within the CDRN there is a sense that they are starting to identify a culture of their own. Although not overt in any tangible sense, members have commented on the importance of their having a common experience with dementia, and how this has provided a glue and bond that they have not experienced in other consumer groups. It is likely that the focus of activity, where members have been required to work together to achieve common goals, is a key factor in the development of this culture which, together with the personal relationships that have developed through their common experience of dementia, has assisted the group to ‘gel’.

“We have developed quite strong friendships as we are all in the same boat and have a very deep understanding of where we are each coming from because of our common experiences – this has created a strong bond.”

Respondents were asked via survey, whether the direction of the CDRN was determined by members and the majority of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with this statement. Survey respondents were asked to rate their level of agreement with two statements. Firstly, in response to the statement ‘The direction of the CDRN is determined by members’, 7 of 22 respondents strongly agreed, 9 agreed, 3 had mixed feelings / neutral, and 3 disagreed. No respondents strongly disagreed with the statement (see Figure 7, statement G). Secondly, in response to the statement ‘The leadership of the CDRN comes from Alzheimer’s Australia’, 12 of 22 respondents...
strongly agreed, 6 agreed, and 4 had mixed feelings / neutral. No respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement (see Figure 7, statement H).

To better understand network members’ views about the culture between the CDRN and AA, survey respondents were asked to rate their level of agreement with the statement ‘The CDRN is treated as an equal partner by Alzheimer’s Australia’. Out of the 20 respondents to this question, nine strongly agreed, nine agreed, one had mixed feelings / neutral, and one disagreed. No respondents strongly disagreed with this statement (see Figure 7, statement F).

The leadership (and support) provided by AA, and in particular Glenn Rees, Ellen Skladzien and Chris Hatherly, is praised in a number of the free text comments included in survey responses. There is consistent reference to the contribution of the personnel of AA who are perceived as an excellent and strong project team. The following comment is illustrative of this perspective:

“The staff … it’s their commitment, consultative approach, and their expertise in the field, and their very good understanding of the national, state and territory contexts”.

Using Kendall’s tau correlation coefficient (a statistic used to measure associations between ordinal variables), correlations between each of the fourteen statements in Figure 7 were calculated and analysed. The most significant correlations arose around the statement M ‘I have been provided with adequate support (e.g. guidance from Alzheimer’s Australia) to participate in the CDRN’. Statements B, C and L correlated very strongly with this statement. Free text comments provided by respondents indicate that the culture of AA is one of support and transparency.

The statement with the weakest correlations with other statements was statement G ‘The direction of the CDRN is determined by members’. This is not unexpected as the CDRN has been operating for just over 12 months and as previously noted the leadership currently rests with the AA National Office – it will be interesting to track this perspective over time to see if this changes as the network matures.

5.2 Role clarity / governance

Having clear Terms of Reference (ToR) is fundamental to consumer engagement processes as it ensures all parties are aware of, and agree to, the roles, contributions and outcomes of consumer input.

The roles of the CDRN are articulated in its ToR (refer to Appendix 1), which highlight its purpose:

“Consumers will use their experience and expertise in dementia care to inform the research process and contribute to better care practice and outcomes.”

The principle functions of the CDRN in relation to the NQDCN projects include setting priorities, commenting on proposals, participating in the projects, monitoring, communicating outcomes and participating on the Executive Committee. These functions have been a significant focus of effort for the CDRN to date, particularly in terms of its development of an identity and culture. There have been, however, two additional - and perhaps more critical - functions of the CDRN that have provided coherence and a sense of unity of purpose for members and elevated its profile amongst external stakeholders such as researchers: the decision-making role of the CDRN in regards to NQDCN project selection; and its role in clarifying and, for many, reconceptualising what is meant by knowledge translation.

The principle functions of the CDRN in relation to their involvement with the DCRCs includes provision of advice on consumer priorities for research, communication of research findings and supporting researchers to improve their engagement with consumers. The National Health Scheme (NHS) in the United Kingdom has identified a series of principles to underpin consumer engagement in research processes, the first of which is:
The roles of consumers are agreed between the researchers.8

While inherently supported by researchers’ organisations such as the DCRCs, through the provision of funding for the network, the scope and processes by which consumer engagement was to be achieved was not initially clear for members. A working group was established within the CDRN to clarify the protocols through which consumer engagement with the DCRCs would occur, which was subsequently agreed to by the DCRCs. In responding to the protocols, Professor Brodaty, Director, Primary Dementia Collaborative Research Centre, School of Psychiatry, University of New South Wales, indicated the DCRCs will endeavour to follow the protocol to ensure effective communication. In addition, they will ensure that new proposals include a plan for consumer involvement where appropriate, and incorporate feedback from CDRN representatives on the DCRC Coordinating Committee (DCRC-CC) before projects are approved by the Committee. He concluded,

“The DCRCs greatly value the contribution of the CDRN and the DCRCs would like to make every effort to support CDRN representatives through this process.”9

In addition to its relationship with the DCRCs, the ToR note that the CDRN may also provide a consumer perspective on dementia research to other research organisations such as the NHMRC and/or government committees. While engagement with DCRCs was more tangible initially, due to the financial commitment and presence of the DCRC leads at the inaugural summit and subsequent May face-to-face meeting, the relationship with other research groups was less clear at that time. As time has gone on, however, there have been a number of unanticipated opportunities for the CDRN to establish processes for interaction with broader research groups, and influence related committees.

The previously referred to NHMRC/AA knowledge translation workshop in July 2011, was an opportunity for the CDRN’s perspectives of what constitutes knowledge translation to be understood by diverse research and provider groups. Many of these groups had been unsuccessful applicants in the Round 1 funding of the NQDCN projects, precisely because of their research-focused approach to knowledge translation as opposed to implementation of research into practice – which is what the CDRN was looking for. Extending their influence to broader stakeholder groups has also been achieved through the participation of members in various summits, workshops and conferences, including the AA national conference in Brisbane in May 2011, and through their provision of input and participation in research projects unconnected to the DCRCs. The adoption by AAR of the recommendations to improve consumer involvement in research proposals it funds is also a significant achievement.

The ToR have provided a firm foundation for members, in terms of identifying their focus of effort and priorities. However, a number of respondents have indicated their uncertainty about the ongoing role of the CDRN following the conclusion of the selection process for Round 2 of the NQDCN. This also has been noted by the AA National Office as a key strategic issue for consideration, in terms of how to ensure members are provided with meaningful engagement opportunities, an active work program and tangible outcomes associated with their efforts. The relationship of the CDRN to consumer groups already operating in AA State and Territory Associations and the DCRCs, similarly remains unclear; and this is expected to become even less clear once the major focus of the CDRN on the NQDCN project selection is complete. A review of the CDRN’s ToR on an annual basis would assist in clarifying these relationships, as well as ensuring the CDRN’s relevance, particularly given the anticipated changes within the health, aged care and research sectors that are under consideration at the national level.

In terms of the CDRN’s influence on the selection of the knowledge translation projects, survey responses from CDRN members showed they generally believed the network was exerting influence. In response to the statement ‘The CDRN has influenced the selection of NQDCI knowledge translation projects’, 10 of 23 respondents strongly agreed, 12 agreed, and 1 had

9 Correspondence: Prof Henry Brodaty to Dr Ellen Skladzien, re CDRN protocol, 19 December 2010
mixed feelings / neutral. No respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement (see Figure 7, statement I).

5.3 Resources

The engagement of consumers in a meaningful and effective way requires resources: for the consumers to participate as well as for the researchers to engage. For both groups, the resources required predominantly include information, time, and financial reimbursement. At a systems level, the resources also include appropriate organisational capacity in terms of processes and staffing.

There is some variability within the CDRN regarding resource requirements, and it appears that these can also change over time, depending on the members’ individual experience of consumer engagement processes, their knowledge of the subject matter, as well as their personal circumstances. This was a focus of some discussion at the May 2011 workshop, where members evaluated the proposal review process for Round 1 of the NQDCN; while some were satisfied with the amount and content of information received, others found this ‘overwhelming’. Similarly, while some found the response times satisfactory, others with personal or work circumstances noted the difficulty to respond quickly to requests for input. And while a number were satisfied with the opportunities to participate in face-to-face meetings there were others, particularly those geographically isolated, who indicated their preferences for these to occur more regularly. There was, however, no disagreement regarding the appreciation of the resourcing and organisational aspects associated with national meetings, in particular travel and accommodation arrangements and ability for spouses/carers to accompany the members with dementia. The Manager of the CDRN consistently works to identify and maintain an understanding of individual circumstances; need for resources and preferences for the provision of those resources; and the subsequent tailoring of communication and information sharing processes to individual needs to optimise members’ engagement.

A recurring theme in the discussions regarding resources has been the time constraints of members, particularly for those with caring, work or family commitments. This has resulted in at least one resignation from the CDRN (albeit reluctantly).

The research and organisational resources identified in the literature reflect the issues members have identified in their identification of enablers and barriers to participation. That is, researchers and relevant organisations need to factor in financial resources to facilitate engagement processes, build capacity amongst staff to engage with consumers, provide information in a format that is accessible for consumers to digest and respond to, and ensure sufficient time is built into research processes to facilitate meaningful engagement. As Gregory noted,

“Adequate resources are needed to promote engagement programs and ensure that consumers are given an opportunity to contribute.”

These include engagement techniques ‘that involve deliberation and contribution to decisions’, and which are ‘more than information gathering or one-off consultations.’ Such techniques have resource, time and skills implications for researchers and related organisations.

This is particularly important in the case of people with dementia, where it is clear that engagement processes need to be specifically tailored according to their individual circumstance, and which is likely to vary throughout the course of their participation. As one member noted in a workshop activity, ‘my comprehension is failing’, and hence smaller group discussions with less background noise enabled them to concentrate and contribute more effectively. Another has indicated that the teleconferences hosted by the AA National Office were proving difficult to participate in, as the conversations sometimes drift from the agenda, making it difficult for the member to follow the thread of the discussion. The volume and presentation of information, as
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well as technology constraints (e.g. capacity of home computer) were also cited as considerations to better enable participation of people with dementia.

One of the key enablers of the CDRN has been its ability to host face-to-face meetings, which members have identified as being fundamental to the building of trust and functional relationships between members. Members recognise the costs associated with convening these meetings, and are very appreciative of the contribution of AA in meeting these costs and organisational arrangements. Despite this, there is a general consensus that the benefits arising from additional meetings (e.g. twice per year) would far outweigh the additional associated costs if this is warranted by the workload of the CDRN.

5.4 Participation

In her international study tour of consumer engagement processes involving people with dementia, Doyle found the personal commitment and satisfaction of participants to be one of the ‘standout lessons’:

“People with dementia and their family carers find it satisfying to be involved in research evaluation; it gives them confidence and makes them feel they are valued members of society.”

The personal commitment to improving outcomes for people with dementia is a core driver for members of the CDRN. Membership of the network is voluntary, and members are not reimbursed financially for their time or contribution; the only financial contribution that the AA National Office makes to them is through the accommodation and travel costs associated with meetings, and reimbursement of out-of-pocket expenses. The personal satisfaction that arises from participation in the network has been discussed previously in Section 4.1.2 where members cited personal benefits arising from the relational aspects within the network, as well as the enhanced respect and sphere of influence with those outside. Network members also identified personal attributes such as commitment, empathy and open-mindedness of members as being more important than technical and research skills.

The activities in which members have participated – such as assessment and selection of NQDCN projects, participation in committees and working groups, contribution to research projects, assessment of research proposals – has been documented elsewhere in this report. The investment of time and effort is significant, considering members also have professional and personal commitments such as caring and family responsibilities, and many are also dealing with the protracted stress and grief often associated with caring for a person with dementia or living with dementia. The short term impacts that have been demonstrated through this interim evaluation of the CDRN are indicative of the time, effort and expertise that members have provided.

A key factor in enabling members to maintain high levels of participation has been the personal and professional qualities of the Manager of the CDRN and other members of the AA National Office. This has been raised time and time again by members in the formal data collection processes of the evaluation as well as through informal comments made to members of the national evaluation team. The regular checking-in with members via phone or email, and the responsiveness to the issues raised in terms of information, communication processes and time members require to participate have enabled members to vary their contribution according to their personal needs and circumstances. This has been particularly critical for members who have dementia, whose feedback has consistently highlighted the additional efforts of the Manager of the CDRN to address their particular needs. Members have pointed to her ‘tolerance’ for people to vary the intensity of their participation over time according to circumstances, knowing their requests for this will be respected and supported. Similarly, members have commented on the vigilance in communicating opportunities for members to participate, and her systematic approach
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in matching the requests and activities to the particular areas of interest expressed by members. There is a sense that members are given ‘every opportunity to participate’, with ‘more opportunities than people can take up’. These include the recent inclusion of a CDRN member in a palliative care consumer advisory committee, in an effort to raise the profile of people with dementia within that sector.

Not unexpectedly, and in spite of the efforts of the Manager of the CDRN, a number of factors have been identified that continue to impact on the ability of members to participate effectively and efficiently. The most common issue is the limited opportunities for members to meet face-to-face and the problems of distance and geographic isolation that some members experience, which is a consequence of the Australia-wide membership of the CDRN. Strategies suggested to address these issues include more regular face-to-face national meetings e.g. twice per year; development of state-based or inter-state sub-groups of the network which could meet more regularly and engage with local research groups; and, improved relationships and engagement with AA State and Territory Association consumer group processes.

Another cluster of issues that impact on participation is around communication processes – both within meetings and in between meetings. While members readily acknowledge the responsive approaches of the Manager of the CDRN to tailoring communication and information to individual needs, members with dementia continue to find aspects challenging. These members have identified strategies which could improve their level of participation, and those of future members with dementia:

National meetings:

- Meeting rooms to be at the same venue as accommodation to enable members to rest or break from proceedings as needed;
- Size of rooms need to be smaller to enable members to hear the discussion;
- Activities and/or break-out groups should be undertaken in separate rooms to minimise noise and distraction;
- Usual meeting protocols may need to be dispensed with to prioritise the contribution of members in discussions, and voice their perspectives before the train of thought has been lost;
- Ensure a clear and consistent logic and style to the way documentary information is presented through use of a classification system that identifies the issue the information relates to in a header;
- The support for carers to accompany members who have dementia is very much appreciated and regarded as critical in ensuring their continued participation.

Inter-meeting communications:

- Teleconferences do not work well when there are a lot of people involved as it is very distracting;
- Strong and clear facilitation skills to ensure all perspectives are included (this may include regular checking with members to ensure they have been able to follow the agenda item and conversation);
- Strict adherence to the agenda, to allow members to follow the flow of the meeting and be in a position to add their perspectives (which may be written down on their agenda to assist in their contribution);
- Clear signals when each agenda item has been closed off for discussion – through verbal confirmation by the facilitator; and also
- Use of a classification system for all emails and printed materials issued to network members that is linked to the key tasks of the network and includes visual cues. This will assist members to quickly identify what task the material relates to and its associated priority for them.

The confidence of members to identify the barriers and enablers to their participation and posit remedial strategies, as they have done throughout the evaluation, is indicative of their confidence that their views are valued, and will be acted on. This confidence in the integrity of the consumer engagement process is also reflective of the development of the group. In our May 2011 progress
report, we commented on our observations regarding the change in group dynamics that was apparent at the May 2011 workshop in Brisbane compared to the inaugural summit in September 2010. We noted the stages of small group development popularised by Tuckmann (1977) who identified four distinct phases groups go through in the course of their development: forming, storming, norming and performing. The key characteristics of each phase are:\(^{12}\)

- **Forming** – the focus of effort is on the clarification of the task, its parameters and what the group expected to achieve;
- **Storming** – during this time there is conflict between members and resistance to the demands of the task and each other;
- **Norming** – members start to identify as a group, are comfortable with each other and feel as if they are starting to function as a group; and,
- **Performing** – solutions are developed and chosen, and attempts to resolve problems are handled constructively.

In our report we indicated that we would monitor the dynamics and outputs of the group in order to identify potential barriers and/or enablers to the healthy development of a consumer participation group such as the network. It is our view that the CDRN moved quite quickly from the ‘forming’ to the ‘norming’ phase, with little evidence of any ‘storming’. The most likely explanation for this smooth transition is the focus of effort of members around key activities. It is also likely that the strong personal commitment and opportunity to make an impact on the lives of people with dementia have meant that this was irrelevant for members, who were focussed on achieving the tasks at hand. We anticipate that the clarification of future directions for the CDRN, following the completion of the selection process for Round 2 of the NQDCN, will be critical for enabling the group to bed down its focus, operations and processes and function in line with the ‘performing’ phase.

### 5.5 Capacity building

In its review of the literature regarding patient safety initiatives, the Monash Institute of Health Services Research (2008) concluded:

“The capacity building process for consumer representatives’ optimal participation in committees and advisory groups … should be viewed as a joint partnership with three partners – the health system and health services personnel, health consumer organisations, and the individual health consumer representative rather than the sole responsibility of the individual consumer representative.”\(^{13}\)

In its approach to improving consumer engagement in dementia research, the AA National Office has similarly used a tripartite approach, focusing on building capacity within the CDRN (consumers), the research system and personnel, and within its own organisation.

The capacity building activities and outcomes for consumers have previously been discussed in this report under Section 4.1.3. In summary, there is evidence that several members have built capacity in presentation and public speaking, project assessment and review, as well as technological (computer) skills. A number of members have also been able to utilise their research, service delivery and policy skills to benefit network activities and build capacity amongst members, e.g. development of a research proposal review template, and provision of information regarding the aged care funding and accreditation processes.

The AA National Office has consistently sought feedback from members regarding their information and skill requirements, and has put in place strategies to address these where possible. The May 2011 workshop, for example was structured to provide opportunities for skills development and networking, including facilitated information and group work sessions on

\(^{12}\) Bruce W Tuckmann, Mary Ann C Jensen, ‘Stages of small-group development revisited’, Group & Organisation Studies, Dec 1977 p 419

\(^{13}\)Monash Institute of Health Services Research (2008). Literature review regarding patient engagement in patient safety initiatives, Monash University p25
evaluation issues, consumer participation processes, and research processes. The regular email communications from the Manager of the CDRN also include notices regarding opportunities for members. Members are also included on the electronic mailing list for the DCRC and the AA National Office newsletters and bulletins, which provide information on latest research findings and developments in the dementia research, service provision and policy sectors. There is still scope for further training of consumers, particularly in relation to the critique of research proposals and through the provision of examples of ‘best practice’ consumer engagement.

The research community and funding bodies have also been targeted for capacity building activities, primarily through the AA/NHMRC workshop held in July 2011. This workshop arose due to the dissonance between perceptions of knowledge translation activities of researchers and CDRN members, as evidenced in the low success rate of NQDCN Round 1 project applications. The workshop and its outcomes have been discussed in previous sections of this report.

Capacity has also clearly been built within the AA National Office, through the employment of the Manager of the CDRN and the NQDCI Project Manager. Their active engagement in the work of the CDRN and related policy work has resulted in an increased profile of AA and its programs (including the CDRN) within the broader service provision, research and policy sectors. At this point, however, there appears to be little evidence of additional capacity being built within the AA State and Territory Associations, primarily because these Associations have had a long history of consumer participation to support their advocacy roles, and also possibly due to the limited contact between the Associations and the CDRN.

5.6 Support

In our May 2011 progress report we noted the types of supports provided to the network ranged from administrative and information, such as the establishment and operation of working groups, through to personal support for individuals. Most members indicated that this latter support has been most welcomed; alleviating concerns they may have felt about their ability to contribute to the network. This approach has provided a caring and supportive role for CDRN members during times of personal difficulties such as health issues, or the death of a loved one. This ‘human touch’ appears to be a significant aspect to the continued engagement by members.

The support provided by the AA National Office continues to be a key theme in the data associated with membership of the CDRN. The consistent and overwhelming feedback from members has been their significant appreciation particularly of the personal and professional qualities of the Manager of the CDRN. It is the most common issue raised in terms of enablers for participation and resources associated with the network. Members have also cited the support provided by the NQDCI Project Manager and the AA CEO. As Gregory (2007) notes in her summary of the principles of consumer participation

“*It’s all about relationships, so use and build people skills*”; and

“*Consumer participation needs partnerships, partnerships need dialogue, dialogue needs trust. So build trust!*”

There is strong evidence that there is a high level of trust between the AA National Office and the members of the CDRN.

The personal support provided to members by the AA National Office has been a strong enabler for members, and the personalised approach to managing members’ participation in activities indicates that staff are utilising a reflective practice approach in their roles. Reflective practice is used by professionals who face problems that are “messy”, that is, ‘they are complex and there are no right or wrong answers, simply best and not so good.’

This has indeed been the
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experience of the evolution and development of the CDRN, where the research structures, agendas, processes and personalities have been in operation for some time, and effecting change within this context is not straightforward. Consequently, strategies to improve consumer participation in research priorities and improving outcomes for people with dementia are likely to be multifaceted and varied.

Reflective practice therefore requires a degree of maturity to undertake, in order for staff to critically appraise the situation, their responses, and possible alternatives. Some stakeholders have commented on the relative inexperience of the staff within the AA National Office, referring to the project selection process undertaken in Round 1 of the NQDCN, and the dissonance between expectations of applicants and the decision-makers. It is our view, however, that the key personnel associated with the CDRN and the NQDCI have demonstrated considerable personal growth and maturity as the Initiative has progressed, and this is evidenced by their ability to reflect on their practices, amend processes, tailor approaches to individual needs, and negotiate often conflicting relationships, in order to optimise the outcomes of the consumer engagement process.

The support provided by fellow CDRN members has also been a significant outcome and enabler within the CDRN. Feedback has consistently focused on the mutual support of members and how this has helped the network develop a sense of unity of purpose and enabled members to value-add arising from their shared experiences. This is particularly evident for members who share a common geographic location; for example, members living in Adelaide have met several times over the course of their involvement in the network and have developed close friendships and working relationships. The role of face-to-face meetings in building trust and confidence amongst members was also considered to be a critical factor in the ‘melding’ of the network.

5.7 Communication

The content, style and processes of communication are critical elements in facilitating consumer involvement in research.

Content considerations include the use of appropriate, inclusive and transparent language and avoidance of complex language, jargon and acronyms. This has been a recurring issue for the CDRN from the outset, and while the material developed by the AA National Office generally adheres to these requirements, this is rarely incorporated into the presentations and material provided at meetings and workshops by people who are not closely involved with the network. This is a work-in-progress, and there have been some successes. For example, all NQDCN proposals are required to include a ‘plain English’ summary; it is understood that in some cases CDRN members have rejected applications on the basis of the dense and inappropriate language. This is seen as indicative of the applicant’s ability to work with, engage and communicate with consumers as equal partners in the research process.

There are some signs that communication between members and researchers is improving. Members have at different times noted that they have felt a sense being intimidated by some members of the research community, and have felt ill-prepared to engage in discussions with them. However, the involvement of DCRC leads at the national meetings has played an important role in breaking down these barriers and the ready adoption of the communication protocols developed by the CDRN has also built confidence and trust. The requirement for researchers seeking funding through AAR and DCRCs to include ‘plain English’ summaries has also been a significant step forward in improving understanding and communication between the two sectors. While it is still early days, these developments bode well for researchers to incorporate user-friendly language elements in their proposals in an ongoing way.

Style considerations include the presentation of information in a clear, accessible and professional manner. Clarity of content and consistency in structure of meeting papers is particularly important in assisting members with dementia navigate the documentation and follow the flow of meetings. This is also the case for teleconferences, where the visual cues are not present and a number of
people may be trying to speak at one time; strong facilitation skills are required to ensure meetings adhere to the agenda and provide distinct opportunities for members with dementia to contribute.

A variety of communication processes have been implemented by the AA National Office to facilitate engagement with, and encourage interaction between, members. The most significant of these has been the national meetings, which have enabled members to meet face-to-face with each other, the AA National Office team, as well as researchers. Members have indicated their strong preference for more opportunities, to enable the group to continue to evolve as a functioning unit, as well as a way to obtain a better understanding of the perspectives of researchers, the context in which they work, and therefore the best way in which to interact with them.

The communication processes within the CDRN have evolved over time, responding to the needs, interests and circumstances of members. For some, the amount of information and means by which this has been received has been welcomed; others have expressed feelings of being ‘overwhelmed’ by the volume, and still others struggled due to the limitations of their home computer. This demonstrates the fine balance between effective communications which keep members informed and engaged without burdening them. Consequently, the majority of the AA National Office’s communication is through regular emails to the network, working groups and individuals, and group teleconferences as well as regular telephone contact with individual members. The process for members has been tailored to their preferences, for example, with some receiving bimonthly emails, others monthly and yet others receiving a mix of electronic and hard copy communications.

“The amount of emails is about right – the monthly update is particularly effective as it brings all the issues together and keeps us informed and allows us to see where we can be involved.”

Members have clearly indicated their preference not to use other forms of electronic communication apart from email. A blog or on-line chat room was initially established but has failed to gain traction, and members have consistently declined to be part of social networking sites such as Twitter or Facebook. The reasons behind this are not clear, although it is possible that social media are mainly used by a demographic not currently prominent in the network, while others have indicated that for them the computer is associated with their working day, and they do not want to use it as a social medium as well.

“…one of the problems with the chat room is that the discussion may not be specific to your interests and is general so you may have to wade through information before you find things that are relevant. For example you may have more to contribute to some topics than others.”

A number of members were critical of the frequency of email communication and the amount of information distributed. References were made to strategies that the Manager of the CDRN had taken to address this through trialling different communication strategies and adjusting processes to suit the individual needs of members if required. There was also a consistent message conveyed about the importance of ensuring communication and meeting processes addressed the particular needs of members with dementia.

“I am not involved in teleconferences – I feel a bit apprehensive as there are lots of people talking and it is hard for me to follow and contribute.”

“I decided I needed to be proactive and comment on the need for people to slow down and be simpler in what they were saying.”

5.8 Recruitment and selection

The recruitment of members was undertaken through seeking nominations from AA State and Territory Associations as well as through advertising amongst the AA networks. The resulting
make-up of the group includes representatives of each State and Territory, although these individuals do not represent the State and Territory Associations. The process was designed to cast a broader net than the usual approaches, to provide a fresh mix and approach to consumer engagement in research. Consequently, there is a disconnect between the State and Territory based consumer groups and the CDRN. Effort has been made, however, to facilitate connections between the national consumer groups convened by the AA National Office.

The defining feature of the CDRN is that it brings together consumers, including people with dementia, who are actively engaged in decision making about research priorities. While consumer groups have existed previously, these have predominantly been in an advisory capacity, and have not included mechanisms to involve the voice of people with dementia in research agenda setting. The representativeness of the group as it operates is mostly consistent with that anticipated in the CDRN Terms of Reference, which required:

- At least one member from each state and territory;
- At least 5 people with dementia;
- 1 or more members who live in regional or remote areas;
- 1 or more members from a CALD background; and
- 1 or more members from an indigenous background.

There is a general sense amongst members that the current mix and number of members is about right. Feedback received has been that the network has good diversity and a depth of skills and appropriate expertise amongst membership; this has helped their effectiveness and efficiency, with members readily sharing their expertise. The number of members was also deemed to be just right, as fewer members would likely place too much burden on members in terms of their involvement, particularly given the additional caring, family and professional responsibilities most members experience; and any more could impact on the cohesion and unity of the network. The majority view of members is illustrated by the quote below:

“My overall comment is that I am surprised at how well the network has gelled together and that we have got two good projects off the ground. It has been very successful and more successful than I anticipated. This is because we have members who were carefully selected with a lot of enthusiasm and knowledge and Ellen has been a terrific coordinator.”

A key point of concern was the number of members who were isolated due to geography and/or community background. It is evident that where there is a critical mass within a given geographical area (e.g. South Australia and Queensland), there are greater opportunities to work together, leading to a heightened sense of engagement, unity and purpose. Similarly, the low numbers of Culturally and Linguistically Diverse and Indigenous representatives within the group (one of each) limits their opportunity to represent the diverse interests of their communities. The participation of one member in a related national consumer group convened by the AA National Office has provided a mechanism for cross-fertilisation of ideas and issues between the groups.

The recruitment of people with dementia has taken some time to reach the identified number (five), with only two members participating in the inaugural summit in September 2010, increasing to four members at the May 2011 meeting. Their involvement in the network is a significant statement on the part of AA. It is far more usual for carers to be involved in consumer groups than for people with dementia. This poses significant problems, particularly for research-focused advocacy groups, as:

“...research into the differences between proxy perceptions and the perception of the person with dementia is showing that both the carer and the person with dementia have valuable, and sometimes different, points of view on health care.”

There is an obvious respect within the network for those members who have dementia, and appreciation of the efforts of the AA National Office to include and support their participation. We

have observed very sensitive interactions between members at the national meetings, including particular efforts of some to ensure that the contribution of people with dementia are maximised. As one member noted, the inclusion of people with dementia added a ‘realness to the whole process’, and even though all members had direct experience of dementia, having a constant reminder of a person living with dementia amongst them has helped them keep focussed as to the purpose of the group. This is illustrated by the quotes below from CDRN members:

“I would agree that the perspectives of carers are different from people with dementia.”

“I think the observation that there may be more of a focus on issues related to carers is reasonably accurate as there are more of us and we are an articulate group – but you can’t separate the two easily, so much of this focus on carers is also relevant to people with dementia.”

“All of us would unanimously agree that having people involved in the network who are living with dementia is vital to the network…”

That said, however, sometimes the sheer weight of numbers can make it difficult for those with dementia to have their voices heard. The introduction of a ‘buddy’ system has been identified by several CDRN members as a way to assist new members, particularly those who are in rural and remote locations and/or members living with dementia. Suggested mechanisms to ensure the voices of people with dementia are captured within this context have been previously discussed in Section 5.4. There does appear to be some scope to improve the representativeness of the CDRN membership both geographically and in terms of general representativeness.
6 Conclusion and Recommendations

The CDRN has generated an impressive list of achievements and short term impacts in its first year of operation. The evaluation of the CDRN has been framed using an evaluation framework that considers impacts and outcomes across three levels – consumers, providers and the system. These impacts are in evidence primarily through the activities of the members of the CDRN. They have successfully determined priorities for knowledge translation projects and through a rigorous assessment and review process identified two projects for funding. The network will allocate further funding of Round 2 projects in February/March 2012. The CDRN has established a relationship, which is crucial, with the leads of the three Dementia Collaborative Research Centres (DCRCs).

The network has several key achievements that demonstrate the increasing capacity of its members to work with researchers and service providers. This has included contributing a consumer perspective to research projects, providing presentations to service providers and presenting at major research and health forums. Several members have been invited to have ongoing roles with research teams through their membership of consultative committees.

At the broader health and aged care system level – the need for members to develop capacities and experience with their role in the network, has been the focus. For system change to occur this will require time and a two-way investment between the research community and the CDRN. To date the major opportunity to influence dementia research at a system level has come through preliminary work with the National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC). The NHMRC has a key role in supporting the major attitudinal shift that will be required on the part of researchers through demonstrating that the research community values consumer input through championing the contribution and providing tangible support for the work of the CDRN.

6.1 Overview

The CDRN is still evolving after little more than twelve months of operation. The year ahead will provide a new phase of activity for the network with the roll out of further knowledge translation projects. The CDRN will have an ongoing role in the monitoring and implementation of these projects.

The members of the CDRN have a high level of satisfaction with the operation and functioning of the network in its first year of operation. The members have formed into an energetic and committed group which is characterised by shared vision, co-contribution to the tasks of the network and a desire to effect positive change for people with dementia, their carers and families. Whilst the leadership of the network still rests with AA there is increasing confidence and capacity development occurring amongst members. However there is also an ongoing need for clarity about the role of the network and the expectations of members.

The members recognise the considerable support provided by research experts from the DCRCs and the very significant contribution provided by the team from AA. The effective coordination role demonstrated by the Manager of the CDRN is perceived as pivotal to the success and ongoing viability of the network. There is currently recognition that the resources and support that members require to effectively participate are provided. However there is a need to acknowledge that a ‘one size fits all’ approach is not appropriate given the diversity of network members. Communication processes require continual refinement as the need for open and transparent sharing of information is balanced with the pressures of information overload. The importance of ensuring that people with dementia are adequately represented on the CDRN is critical as is the need to address barriers to the ongoing sustainability of the network.

The recruitment and selection of CDRN members has been effective if judged by the bond that has emerged amongst many members and the capacity for the network to work co-operatively on shared tasks, such as the identification of priority areas for knowledge translation projects and the selection of project proposals. There are two competing views as to whether the network has got
the right balance between the needs of carers and the needs of people with dementia. This is a challenge for the CDRN as it moves forward. The funding of a project in timely diagnosis is seen as particularly important for members with dementia and they feel the Round 2 process for generating project proposals has addressed this through the intention to fund at least one project in each priority area.

All network members bring diverse personal and professional experiences to their role, with their experience and empathy with dementia the critical common denominator. In some cases several members feel the need to advocate particularly for the needs of people with dementia and for the needs of carers in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander, Culturally and Linguistically Diverse and rural and remote communities.

6.2 Key strategic issues

The CDRN faces several strategic issues in the ensuing period. The landscape of the dementia research will continue to evolve with new initiatives such as the proposed development of NHMRC Partnership Centres. AA’s involvement in advocating for dementia research to be at the forefront of partnership centre funding will impact significantly on the future of the CDRN particularly and consumer engagement in dementia research generally.

These key strategic issues are discussed below:

Ensuring ongoing funding

The network is not sustainable without a coordinator and funding to support member participation. The importance of maintaining the support and engagement of the DCRCs has been recognised as critical, given their relationship with the network and support of the Manager of the CDRN. Currently the funds available provide a purpose and direction for the CDRN with the focus on selection and monitoring of knowledge translation projects. Without project funding, the main vehicle for the engagement of the DCRCs and CDRN members disappears. Efforts to secure ongoing funding for the CDRN are best spear-headed by the national office of AA in collaboration with the DCRC leads. Several stakeholders have identified the NHMRC as a potential future funding source.

The NHMRC has a key role in driving consumer engagement in research.

“The NHMRC is Australia’s leading expert body promoting the development and maintenance of public and individual health standards. It brings together within a single national organisation the functions of research funding and development of advice. One of its strengths is that it draws upon the resources of all components of the health system, including governments, medical practitioners, nurses and allied health professionals, researchers, teaching and research institutions, public and private program managers, service administrators, community health organisations, social health researchers and consumers”.17

As the leading national research agency the NHMRC has produced a framework in 2005 to guide consumer and community participation in research.18 It remains, uniquely positioned to institute planned, supported and sustained commitment to consumer engagement in research through championing the contribution of consumer networks like the CDRN.

Engaging researchers

As the primary aim of the CDRN is to support consumers in having an active role in research and knowledge translation, the ongoing engagement of researchers is fundamental to the survival of
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the network. This responsibility is a ‘two-way street’ with greater receptiveness required from researchers if meaningful consumer engagement is to become a mainstay of the research process. The CDRN is providing a mechanism to showcase the commitment of consumers and provides a real time example of what can be done to involve consumers in research.

Whilst the principal focus should continue to be with the DCRCs the knowledge translation projects will provide opportunities for engagement with a wider group of dementia researchers. The CDRN will need to ensure that it identifies opportunities for interaction with the DCRCs and that if increasing demands occur, these are balanced for members with appropriate priority afforded to requests from the DCRCs. Opportunities to engage researchers more widely than this could be pursued by the NHMRC through small changes to their existing systems and processes. The CDRN provides a model that could be developed and made available more widely to the research community. Developments like this will require the influence of government.

Clarifying future roles

The CDRN needs a clear role to be sustainable in the foreseeable future this role will coalesce around the knowledge translation projects and responding to requests from the DCRCs and other dementia researchers for consumer involvement. A review of the Terms of Reference on an annual basis will assist the network to clarify its role at the start of each year to ensure all members have a common understanding of the network’s priorities.

The CDRN may in the future be invited to take up new roles and be used for other purposes, for example through providing guidance on consumer views for researchers working in other areas of the health and aged care sectors. A key strength of the network is the strong commitment generated by the common bond and experiences of dementia of the current members. While dementia will always be the unifying theme that brings the network members together there may be opportunities in the future for the CDRN to provide a model for other fields of research and ways in which they might advocate for consumer involvement more broadly.

The primary target group for the CDRN to date has been the research community. The experiences learnt through Round 1 of the NQDCN project selection process raised questions in the minds of several members as to the capacity of the network to influence the focus of research projects. Consideration may need to be given to broadening the network’s agenda to include practitioners of care.

Cooperating with the Service Provider Network

In this first twelve months of operation there has been very little, if any, interaction between the CDRN and Service Provider Network of the NQDCI. This has been identified as a ‘gap’ by several members. The potential synergies and spin-offs that might arise from a closer connection between these two networks provide a strategic opportunity for the future. As an initial step these organisations could be asked to promote the concept of consumer engagement in dementia research and/or the CDRN through direct links to the relevant AA web pages. This would contribute to greater public awareness about the contribution that consumers can make to the research process.

Relating to State and Territory AA associations

There is currently a ‘disconnect’ between the work of the CDRN and State and Territory AA associations. The Round 2 knowledge translation projects will potentially provide the opportunity for closer cooperation with some State and Territory associations. Currently the consumer engagement processes of the CDRN and State and Territory associations are occurring in parallel. Whilst this might be appropriate in the short term, effort is needed to explore how improved interaction can occur between the network and other established AA National, State and Territory consultative committees. A useful starting point could be improved communication between the CDRN and AA State and Territory associations, for example, the quarterly issue of an update on the CDRN to all associations for inclusion in relevant newsletters.
Contributing appropriately to the policy process

The CDRN has not yet established what its appropriate role is in the policy process as it relates to the care of people with dementia, or whether it sees itself as having a role in this process. Alzheimer’s Australia does have a National Consumer Advisory Committee (NCAC) that has the primary function of providing advice and direction on policy, however to date; this group has not had significant involvement in developing priorities for research-related policy. With the new AA brand emphasising research as one of three key focus areas of activity (along with advocacy and service delivery), there may be scope for the CDRN to develop closer ties with the NCAC in contributing their specific research-related interest and expertise of members to the formulation of research-related policy.

Managing a national network

The ‘tyranny of distance’ was consistently identified as an issue for many network members. This will become a strategic problem if the dispersed membership of the CDRN cannot be brought together at regular intervals and/or remain connected through appropriate communication mechanisms. If the workload of the network demands it, consideration might be given to the potential for two face-to-face meetings per year. This should be determined on the basis of the tasks the network faces, as the expense of bringing all members together has to be balanced against the likely outputs achieved.

The challenges of managing a national network are not new to AA or this sector and continued efforts will be needed to ensure that a national focus is maintained with appropriate and diverse representation. Currently the CDRN does not fulfil its aim (as per the CDRN Terms of Reference) to ensure that the committee should comprise at least 5 people with dementia), this should be addressed.

Maintaining member engagement

Whilst maintaining member engagement is currently not a problem, in the future a lack of member continuity is perceived as a risk to the effectiveness of the network. The nature of the caring journey and dementia trajectory means that there will be variables which can affect health and levels of participation over time, and this should be taken into account in managing and supporting a group such as the CDRN. Early identification of emerging issues for members and appropriate corrective action may reduce this problem. On occasion it may be appropriate to institute leave of absence arrangements as an alternative to a member withdrawing entirely.

Supporting new members through a formal orientation to the CDRN and induction process may also maintain member engagement. Opportunities for appropriate training and development as required by network members may also be a useful tool in maintaining engagement. In addition the introduction of a ‘buddy’ system has been identified by several CDRN members as a way to assist new and current members. Several members have expressed interest in receiving feedback on their performance with the aim of continuously improving their contribution to the network, this may also contribute to their ongoing engagement.

Planning for succession

The CDRN is currently reliant on the leadership provided by officers of AA and the significant commitment provided by the current Chairperson. Without the dynamism of these people the network would not have progressed as it has to date. Inevitably other demands arise for individuals, so it would be prudent for the network to look at how it might plan for these succession issues when they inevitably arise.

Evaluating success

The difficulties of the CDRN demonstrating more than a contribution to improved health outcomes for people with dementia has previously been highlighted in this report. Over time network members may become disenchanted if they feel they are not seeing tangible results for their
investment of time and effort. The majority of members were realistic as to what the CDRN can achieve and recognised the structural barriers to changing service delivery and professional attitudes to people with dementia. There was also recognition of the stigma associated with dementia that also generates barriers to change. Members universally agreed that interim measures of success would be the most useful indicators of progress e.g. a direct reference to the CDRN priority areas by researchers would be seen as a positive sign of impact as would increased recognition of the contribution of consumers to the research process through leading national agencies such as the NHMRC.

6.3 Conclusion

The CDRN is a new initiative that has genuinely applied the key principles of consumer engagement through its structure and operations to date. It is however still evolving and requires ongoing stewardship and investment if it is to achieve its potential. The CDRN has a clear path forward for the year ahead; decisions about the network’s ongoing sustainability beyond that period will be the subject of further discussions.

The purpose of the network is to support consumers in having an active role in research and knowledge translation and to use their experience and expertise in dementia care to inform the research process and contribute to better care practice and outcomes. These efforts will hopefully improve outcomes for consumers, providers and the broader health and aged care system in the future, leading to new stories of person-centred care, timely diagnosis and best practice treatment and support for the many families that will face dementia in the future.

“You hear your own story all over again and it is desperate and it is lonely and isolated in the midst of service providers. I wonder why? Can't we support people to cope with this and keep their loved one at home with the support that is needed? It seems that the world of cancer does this way, way better – far in excess of what we have in place for dementia.”

6.4 Recommendations

The following recommendations are based on an underlying premise that there is a need to build on what has been learnt so that there is ongoing improvement of the CDRN. They have been clustered into strategic recommendations (those fundamental to the ongoing viability of the network) and operational recommendations (those identifying process improvements for the network).

Strategic Recommendations

It is recommended that:

1. The NHMRC builds upon the infrastructure established by AA through providing ongoing funding for the CDRN beyond June 2013 as demonstration of the government’s commitment to sustained, planned and supported consumer engagement in research.

2. The relationships with the DCRCs and researchers continue to be developed with opportunities identified for joint planning and action that will stimulate consumer engagement in all stages of the research process.

3. The leadership for the CDRN provided by the AA National Office and Board is maintained as further investment is needed to ensure the sustainability of the network.

4. The report of the interim evaluation of the CDRN is disseminated widely both within government, research, aged and health care sectors to foster greater debate and awareness about consumer involvement in research.
**Operational Recommendations**

It is recommended that:

5. The CDRN reviews its Terms of Reference and membership with priority given to recruiting an additional member with dementia. To maintain continuity the current Chairperson of the network is invited to continue in the role for another 12 months.

6. The ongoing role of the CDRN following the conclusion of the selection process for Round 2 of the NQDCN is clarified and documented through a work program for the ensuing 12 month period. The impacts of strategic developments in the sector are considered by the CDRN in discussions about the network’s role.

7. The AA National Office clarifies its expectations and the desired relationship between the CDRN and the Service Provider Network.

8. The CDRN identifies mechanisms through which it might improve communication between and engagement of the AA State and Territory Associations.

9. The CDRN reviews the support needs of all members on an annual basis with consideration given to holding face-to-face meetings twice per year when the work of the network requires this and pending the identification of additional funding.
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Appendix 1  CDRN Terms of Reference

Consumer Dementia Research Network (CDRN)  
Terms of Reference

1. Purpose

Alzheimer’s Australia is committed to a consumer approach to research. The purpose of Alzheimer’s Australia’s Consumer Dementia Research Network (CDRN) is to support consumers in having an active role in research and knowledge translation. Consumers will use their experience and expertise in dementia care to inform the research process and contribute to better care practice and outcomes. Creation of the network is possible through financial support from the Dementia Collaborative Research Centres.

2. Principle Functions

The initial functions of the CDRN will include involvement with the National Quality Dementia Care Network (NQDCN) and the Dementia Collaborative Research Centres (DCRC’s). It is likely that involvement with the network and the DCRCs will evolve over time.

Involvement in the NQDCN may include:
- Setting priorities for NQDCN knowledge translation projects;
- Commenting on knowledge translation project proposals;
- Participating in knowledge translation projects;
- Monitoring knowledge translation projects;
- Assisting with communicating findings of knowledge translation projects to the community; and
- Advising the management of the NQDCN through representation on the Executive Committee.

Involvement with the DCRC’s may include:
- Advising the DCRC’s on consumer priorities for research;
- Assisting with communicating findings of research projects to the community; and
- Providing information and advice to researchers on how to improve their interactions with consumers.

The CDRN may also provide a consumer perspective on dementia research to other research organisations such as the NHMRC and/or government committees.
3. Membership
Membership is open to people with dementia, family carers and friends. This includes individuals who are currently or have previously provided support to a person with dementia, as well as family carers with professional experience in dementia care. The CDRN will comprise between 20-30 people at any time.

Membership of the Committee should comprise:

- At least one member from each state and territory;
- At least 5 people with dementia;
- 1 or more members who live in regional or remote areas;
- 1 or more members from a CALD background; and
- 1 or more members from an Indigenous background

It is expected that initially some members involved in other Alzheimer’s Australia consumer representative groups (ie. National Consumer Advisory Committee) will be included on the committee. New members of the committee will initially be appointed for a term of up to three years. The network will be chaired by a chairperson who will be nominated by members of the CDRN. The chairperson will be appointed for a 12 month term. Membership of the CDRN will be reviewed at the beginning of each calendar year to identify whether there is a need to recruit new members.

4. Reporting
- The CDRN will report to the Department of Health and Ageing (DoHA) through the Dementia Collaborative Research Centre-Carers and Consumers.
- The CDRN will report to the board of Alzheimer’s Australia.

5. Meetings
The CDRN will meet face to face a minimum of once each year. Alzheimer’s Australia will provide support for travel and accommodation costs associated with the meeting. The CDRN will also meet via regular teleconferences when required.

6. Secretariat
Secretariat will be provided by the manager of the CDRN. The Secretariat’s responsibilities include:

- Arranging meetings and teleconferences
- Arranging travel and accommodation for the face-to-face meeting
- Circulating meeting and other information to members
- Induction and training for new members
- Other CDRN support functions, including records of meetings

7. Evaluation
The effectiveness of the CDRN will be reviewed by members annually and more formally by an external reviewer as part of the evaluation of the NQDCN in 2011/2012.

8. Review
These Terms of Reference are to be reviewed annually or as required to ensure they reflect the current requirements and priorities of the CDRN.*

*Terms of Reference last reviewed by CDRN members on 16 May 2011.
Appendix 2  Questions and Comments from CDRN Members Relating to the Evaluation

At the CDRN meeting on 16 May 2011, members wrote down a key question they would like answered in the evaluation. The national evaluation team collected the information, and grouped the questions thematically. Five themes emerged. The national evaluation team explained that not all issues raised were within the scope of the evaluation.

1. Impact on research

Questions:
- Is there a consumer representative on all committees considering dementia research?
- Has the work of the CDRN had a positive, permanent impact on the way researchers think about involving consumers in their projects?
- What are the gaps in dementia research in Australia? Has there been an audit?
- How do you achieve a situation where researchers involve consumers at the research planning phase rather than as an add-on later?
- Did the network influence a consumer perspective in research projects it advised on?
- Did the network influence the adoption of person centred care as the starting point for research enquiry?

2. Impact on knowledge translation

Questions:
- What influence has the network had on the translation research projects?
- Did the network influence allocation of grants to top priority research projects?
- What impact can I as a consumer have in ensuring knowledge is translated into practice and to influence future policy?
- Did the network influence the uptake of knowledge translation projects by funders?
- Did you understand how the term knowledge translation was used in this network?
- How could the person with dementia you care for benefit from knowledge translation?
- Ensuring research implementation!

3. Impact on people with dementia

Questions:
- How will our contributions at this national level make a difference to the individual living with dementia?
- Has my participation in the network been of benefit to people with dementia and their carers?
- Is the network substantially contributing to improving the circumstances of people living with dementia?
- How will the CDRN know what impact it has had on the care of people with dementia?
- Does the CDRN contribute effectively to the actual implementation of improving lives of people with dementia and not only contribute to more research?
- Will all people in Australia who are involved either, by having to live with dementia or care for a person with dementia, be improved?
- Has the CDRN really improved care practices in home and residential care?
- How could the person with dementia you care for benefit from knowledge translation?

4. Support for members

Questions:
- The provision of sharing information with strengths and shortfalls has helped. I have struggled with some areas as I have never been involved with pure research. My comprehension is also failing.
- Can proposals be sent/provided in normal English? This would make it easier to respond in a more timely manner.
Has AA provided enough support and resources to members? How could this be improved?

5. Individual contributions and roles

Questions:
- Would you participate in a consumer group, like the CDRN again, and/or recommend it to a friend?
- Am I making a genuine (learned) contribution?
- Did you understand your role in the network?
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Introduction

This report presents an analysis of a survey that was conducted to evaluate the experiences and ascertain the views of members of the effectiveness of the Consumer Dementia Research Network (CDRN). The CDRN was launched in September 2010 and has now been in operation for just over one year. The questions in this survey were designed to explore progress against the objectives or aims of the CDRN as described in the CDRN Terms of Reference and the domains of effective consumer engagement, as outlined in the evaluation framework. The evaluation framework for the CDRN describes eight domains that provide integrating themes for analysis of the data and information generated through the evaluation of the CDRN. These domains are:

- Leadership and culture
- Role clarity / governance
- Resources
- Participation
- Capacity building
- Support
- Communication
- Recruitment and selection

Survey implementation

This survey was administered using SurveyMonkey®, an online survey tool. All 25 CDRN members were emailed an introductory message including a participant information sheet and consent form on 21 October 2011. To improve the response rate, a reminder email was sent on 28 October 2011 to those members that had not yet responded. The survey collection was closed on 1 November 2011.

Response rate

In total, all 25 CDRN members who received the survey attempted to complete it. The data were then assessed for quality, usability and consistency to ensure a robust analysis could be performed. Following this, it was found that one respondent consented but due to personal circumstances was unable to complete the survey. This left a total of 24 (96%) surveys which were used in the final analysis. Whilst some respondents did not answer every question, the majority of respondents did provide an answer for each question.

These findings are presented in relation to the eight domains of effective consumer engagement. As multiple sources of data are being used in the evaluation of the CDRN, not all domains were intended to be fully explored through this survey.

Leadership and culture

Whilst CDRN members do feel they are contributing to the direction of the CDRN, the leadership of the network is still seen to rest with the Alzheimer’s Australia (AA) National Office. The coordination role provided by AA is perceived by members to be pivotal to the effective functioning of the network. Exploring the issue of leadership, survey respondents were asked to rate their level of agreement with two statements. Firstly, in response to the statement ‘The direction of the CDRN is determined by members’, 7 of 22 of respondents strongly agreed, 9 of 22 agreed, 3 of 22 had mixed feelings / neutral, and 3 of 22 disagreed. No respondents strongly disagreed with the statement (see Figure 8, statement G).
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Secondly, in response to the statement ‘The leadership of the CDRN comes from Alzheimer’s Australia’, 12 of 22 respondents strongly agreed, 6 of 22 agreed, and 4 of 22 had mixed feelings / neutral. No respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement (see Figure 8, statement H).

**Figure 8** Level of agreement of CDRN members with key aspects of network operation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Mixed feelings/Neutral</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A  I have shared the knowledge gained from my participation in the CDRN</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B  My investment (of time and effort) in the CDRN has been worth it</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C  I have developed valuable skills through my participation in the CDRN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D  All members contribute to the work of the CDRN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E  My opinions are valued by other members of the CDRN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F  The CDRN is treated as an equal partner by Alzheimer’s Australia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G  The direction of the CDRN is determined by members</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H  The leadership of the CDRN comes from Alzheimer’s Australia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I  The CDRN has influenced the selection of NQDCI knowledge translation projects</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J  Members of the CDRN are representative of a range of dementia consumers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K  I intend to continue as a member of the CDRN for the foreseeable future</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L  I have been provided with adequate resources (e.g. financial reimbursement, information) to participate in the CDRN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M  I have been provided with adequate support (e.g. guidance from Alzheimer’s Australia) to participate in the CDRN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N  Communication between Alzheimer’s Australia and the CDRN has been effective</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To better understand network members views about the culture between the CDRN and AA, survey respondents were asked to rate their level of agreement with the statement ‘The CDRN is treated as an equal partner by Alzheimer’s Australia’. Out of the 20 respondents to this question, nine strongly agreed, nine agreed, one had mixed feelings / neutral, and one disagreed. No respondents strongly disagreed with this statement (see Figure 8, statement F).
The leadership (and support) provided by AA, and in particular Glenn Rees, Ellen Skladzien and Chris Hatherly, is praised in a number of the free text comments included in survey responses. There is consistent reference to the contribution of the personnel of AA who are perceived as an excellent and strong project team. The following comment is illustrative of this perspective:

“The staff … it’s their commitment, consultative approach, and their expertise in the field, and their very good understanding of the national, state and territory contexts”.

Using Kendall’s tau correlation coefficient (a statistic used to measure associations between ordinal variables), correlations between each of the fourteen statements were calculated and analysed. The most significant correlations arose around the statement M ‘I have been provided with adequate support (e.g. guidance from Alzheimer's Australia) to participate in the CDRN’. Statements B, C and L correlated very strongly with this statement. Free text comments provided by respondents indicate that the culture of AA is one of support and transparency.

The statement with the weakest correlations with other statements was statement G ‘The direction of the CDRN is determined by members’. This is not unexpected as the CDRN has been operating for just over 12 months and leadership currently rests with AA – it will be interesting to track this perspective over time to see if this changes as the network matures.

**Role clarity / governance**

From a list of seven options (that came from the CDRN Terms of Reference), survey respondents were asked to select what they considered to be the three most important roles of CDRN members. Figure 9 below displays the results to this question. Setting priorities for NQDCI knowledge translation projects was most frequently selected as an important role. This was closely followed by the role of advising the Dementia Collaborative Research Centres (DCRCs) on consumer priorities for research. The assessment and monitoring of knowledge translation projects was also ranked reasonably highly. The remaining four options were selected less often, indicating a perception of lower importance for these roles among respondents generally.

**Figure 9  Roles of CDRN members**
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In terms of the CDRN’s influence on the selection of the National Quality Dementia Care Initiative (NQDCI) knowledge translation projects, survey respondents generally believed the network was
exerting influence. In response to the statement ‘The CDRN has influenced the selection of NQDCI knowledge translation projects’, 10 of 23 respondents strongly agreed, 12 agreed, and 1 had mixed feelings / neutral. No respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement (see Figure 8, statement I).

Survey respondents were also asked to provide comments on other ways they had participated as a member of the CDRN, in addition to those listed in Figure 9. Some respondents indicated that they have membership in various research groups as consumer representatives, for example bringing a consumer perspective to research project steering committees, reference groups, planning committees and focus groups (specific examples include participation in a DCRC Coordinating Committee, and a DCRC Postdoctoral Fellowship Review Panel).

Respondents have also participated at different summits, workshops and conferences, including the AA national conference in Brisbane in May 2011, and the National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) workshop on consumer participation in dementia held in Canberra in July 2011. Some members have also presented at these and other related professional forums. Many members have evaluated and provided feedback on research proposals, for instance the NQDCI Expressions of Interest, with several members assisting the DCRCs and Alzheimer’s Australia Research (AAR) with various aspects of research proposal reviews. Another form of participation for some respondents has been providing editorial feedback and commenting on topics for books and/or journal articles. One respondent was also invited to write a chapter for a dementia-related book targeted to consumers. Finally, supporting other members of the CDRN was also listed among the other ways that several members have participated.

Respondents were asked about their understanding of the relationship between the CDRN and other bodies/initiatives. As is evident in Figure 10, a high level of understanding of the relationship between the CDRN and other bodies/initiatives was indicated by survey respondents. It is worth noting, however, that 15 of 23 respondents indicated they did not understand the relationship between the CDRN and the Service Provider Network (SPN) of the NQDCI. This may be explained by the fact that the SPN had been relatively recently established, and the Terms of Reference of both networks do not explicitly include engagement with each other. For each of the other five bodies/initiatives, over 80% of respondents nominated that they understood the relationship with the CDRN.
With regard to the importance of different capacities required for a member of the CDRN to participate effectively, a general pattern in the rankings emerged in the results (see Figure 11). Experience/empathy with dementia was overwhelmingly ranked as the most important capacity for network members. The majority of respondents ranked commitment second, and open-mindedness third. Rankings for fourth and fifth were less distinct, however it can be seen that possessing information technology skills was perceived to be slightly less important than possessing a research background. Although some of these capacities may appear to relate to other domains such as culture, they were included in this section as they were seen as resources that equipped CDRN members to participate effectively.

Figure 12 depicts the ranking of importance of resources and/or supports required for a member of the CDRN to participate effectively. This figure reveals a less distinguishable ranking pattern to that shown in Figure 11, which means there is less agreement of respondents in these rankings.

The majority of respondents consider the most important resource and/or support to be the provision of relevant information. Available time was generally ranked as second in importance, support from Alzheimer’s Australia ranked third, expert advice ranked fourth, and reimbursement of expenses ranked least important.
The fact reimbursement of expenses was perceived by many respondents as least important highlights that members are not motivated by reimbursement. This finding may also be related to other factors e.g. socio-demographic characteristics of members. However several comments were provided that indicated that for some members this financial support was a contributing factor in enabling them to participate.

**Figure 12  Ranked importance of resources and/or supports**

Exploring the issues of resources and support, survey respondents were asked to rate their level of agreement with two statements. In response to the statement ‘I have been provided with adequate resources (e.g. financial reimbursement, information) to participate in the CDRN’, 16 of 23 respondents strongly agreed, five agreed, and two had mixed feelings / neutral (see Figure 8, statement L). In response to the statement ‘I have been provided with adequate support (e.g. guidance from Alzheimer’s Australia) to participate in the CDRN’, 15 of 24 respondents strongly agreed, seven agreed, and two had mixed feelings / neutral (see Figure 8, statement M). No
respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed to either statement L or M. Thus it is evident that survey respondents felt that they had been provided with adequate resources and support to participate in the CDRN.

**Participation**

Figure 13 depicts the distribution of the length of time for which respondents had been members of the CDRN, and whether they had previous experience in participating in a consumer-related advocacy group. Most noticeably, the vast majority of respondents indicated that they had been members of the CDRN for more than 12 months. Previous experience in participating in a consumer-related advocacy group was evident in 11 of the 24 responses.

**Figure 13  Length of time as a member of the CDRN and previous experience in consumer-related advocacy groups**

The time spent on CDRN activities by members is shown in Figure 14. It can be seen that the majority of respondents (15 out of 24) indicated that they spend between four to eight hours per month on CDRN activities, averaging to be one to two hours per week.
**Capacity building**

Several survey questions were designed to explore the issue of capacity building – did participants feel they developed their skills? Some of these responses also relate to aspects of participation. These findings are predominantly derived from data previously presented in Figure 8.

- In response to the statement ‘I have shared the knowledge gained from my participation in the CDRN’, 8 of 24 respondents strongly agreed, 13 agreed, and 3 had mixed feelings / neutral. No respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement (see Figure 8, statement A).
- In response to the statement ‘I have developed valuable skills through my participation in the CDRN’, 8 of 23 respondents strongly agreed, 7 agreed, 6 had mixed feelings / neutral, and 2 disagreed. No respondents strongly disagreed with the statement (see Figure 8, statement C).
- In response to the statement ‘All members contribute to the work of the CDRN’, 6 of 21 respondents strongly agreed, 11 agreed, 2 had mixed feelings / neutral, and 2 disagreed. No respondents strongly disagreed with the statement (see Figure 8, statement D).
- In response to the statement ‘My opinions are valued by other members of the CDRN’, 11 of 19 respondents strongly agreed, 7 agreed, and 1 had mixed feelings / neutral. No respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement (see Figure 8, statement E).

**Support**

Survey responses relating to the supports provided to members of the CDRN to facilitate their active engagement have been included in the ‘Resources’ section. Additional responses relating to resources and support are discussed in the ‘Enablers’ section.

**Communication**

Generally, survey respondents felt that communication between AA and the network has been effective. In response to the statement ‘Communication between Alzheimer’s Australia and the CDRN has been effective’, 13 of 23 respondents strongly agreed, 6 agreed, and 4 had mixed feelings / neutral. No respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement (see Figure 8, statement N).
Communication assists the CDRN to function, in particular email communication, the distribution of information, regular feedback, and particularly face to face meetings. Communication between members also appears to be valued.

Conversely, a number of respondents were critical of the frequency of email communication and the amount of information distributed, conveying a sense of being overwhelmed by what they saw as excessive communication. References were made to strategies that the Manager of the CDRN had taken to address this through trialling different communication strategies and adjusting processes to suit the individual needs of members if required. This demonstrates the fine balance between effective communication which keeps members informed and engaged without burdening them.

**Recruitment and selection**

Network members were primarily recruited through an invitation to apply, self-nomination in response to an advertisement or information, or through contact with an existing member of the CDRN. Sources of advertising included Australia Policy Online, DCRCs, AA groups, other professional groups, other aged and residential care groups and services and other consumer advocacy groups.

It would appear that the selection of members has been successful, as survey respondents commended the diversity of the group several times, and the commitment and dedication of the wide range of consumers involved in the network. This diversity of members was seen as a strength of the network, particularly the inclusion of members with dementia. The commitment of members was also supported by the high level of agreement that the majority of members are contributing to the work of the CDRN.

The general perception of respondents was that the CDRN membership has a high degree of representativeness, as shown in Figure 8 (see statement J). In response to the statement ‘Members of the CDRN are representative of a range of dementia consumers’, 13 of 24 respondents strongly agreed, 9 agreed, and 2 had mixed feelings / neutral. No respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement. A noticeable correlation was found in relation to statement J. The statement correlated strongly with statements A, K and L.

One comment indicated that there is scope to improve the representativeness of the CDRN membership both geographically and in terms of general representativeness.

**Achievements and impact**

The personal opinions of respondents were sought in relation to what they believed the CDRN had achieved to date.

It was stated that the CDRN represented a vehicle for consumer input in dementia research, and was a formal avenue for researchers to engage with consumers. Also, with skills and expertise being rapidly developed, respondents perceived that the group is beginning to be recognised as a resource for dementia researchers, as indicated in several free text responses. Referring to the NQDCI projects, one respondent noted that these were ‘the first dementia projects in Australia directly driven by the needs of consumers’.

Other perceived achievements included:

- giving members insight into the problems and challenges faced by researchers;
- changing attitudes towards the inclusion of consumer perspectives in research;
- raising the profile of what consumers may be able to offer to the whole process of research in dementia (among researchers and consumers themselves);
- increasing researchers’ awareness of the importance of consumer input;
- providing an impetus for researchers to include consumer input in research proposals;
- guiding the direction of research;
- setting priorities for knowledge transfer and research projects which are important to consumers;
- allocating funding for knowledge transfer research projects; and
- establishing strong and supportive relationships within the CDRN, and strong networks in the dementia health sector and with the NHMRC.

Two respondents stated that achievements in translating research into practice were minimal so far.

Survey respondents were also questioned about their perspectives of the CDRN’s achievement of its aims. Figure 15 shows very positive responses with the vast majority of responses being either agree or strongly agree. This reveals that respondents have a positive perception of the CDRN, and believe meaningful achievements are being realised. In particular, the strongest agreement was towards the statement that: ‘The CDRN is empowering consumers to contribute to dementia research’ with 17 of 24 respondents strongly agreeing. The statement that: ‘The CDRN is improving the engagement of consumers with the work of Alzheimer’s Australia’ also received strong agreement (13 of 22 respondents).

One respondent disagreed that the CDRN is empowering consumers to contribute to dementia research. However, this was the only negative response of all four statements.

Although not depicted in Figure 15, a small number of respondents stated in free text fields that they did not know whether the CDRN was contributing to certain achievements and impacts. This response is understandable as some members had only joined the CDRN relatively recently. Also, attributing achievements in relation to complex issues such as “improving the care of people with dementia” to one body such as the CDRN is difficult when many stakeholders contribute to this in practice.

**Figure 15  CDRN perspective of achievement of aims**
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In terms of the CDRN’s achievements, the critical nature of AA’s support thus far and into the future is evident, as illustrated by the statement:
"Without the support of AA, through Ellen, I don’t think it would have achieved what it has to date and that level of support will be necessary to keep the group moving forward once the NQDCI projects are all initiated and underway”.

Barriers

CDRN members were asked to nominate: ‘What are three things that have made it hard for the CDRN to function effectively?’ The limited number of face to face meetings was the hindering factor most often identified by respondents. This relates closely to another barrier reported by many respondents, which was based around problems of distance and geographic separation, which is a consequence of the Australia-wide membership of the CDRN. Limited resources/funding was another factor identified by numerous respondents as challenging the effective functioning of the CDRN and its ongoing sustainability. Members’ lack of available time for CDRN activities was also reported by respondents, a pressure generated by other commitments such as work and caring responsibilities.

Other barriers identified included:

- consumers’ lack of knowledge and experience engaging in research;
- the amount of work required to participate;
- lack of acceptance and recognition of the value of the CDRN contribution by researchers;
- complexities of communication;
- lack of a clear induction process; and
- lack of clarity regarding the role of members.

Survey respondents were also asked ‘From your perspective, what are negative aspects about being a member of the CDRN?’ The most commonly reported negative aspect about being a member of the CDRN was associated with perceptions that respondents lacked time to contribute effectively and complete all required tasks within allocated timeframes. A number of respondents also listed the lack of face to face meetings as a negative aspect, which seems to be a preferred forum for participation as opposed to teleconferences etc. Another negative aspect reported by several respondents related to receiving too much information via email at frequent intervals.

Other aspects about being a member of the CDRN reported by more than one member as being negative included:

- the tokenistic attitudes of some researchers towards the role of consumers in research;
- IT challenges; and
- feeling unable to contribute and participate meaningfully due to limited knowledge and understanding.

It should be noted that a number (n = 7) of responses indicated that there were no negative aspects about being a member of the CDRN.

Enablers

When asked about things that have assisted the CDRN to function effectively, or enablers, a variety of responses were given. From the responses, the most important factor related to the AA staff. The commitment, efficiency, respect, consultative approach, expertise in the field, and enthusiasm of AA staff were commended, as was the provision of consistent, skilled and generous support and guidance.

Another factor that was frequently reported to have assisted the CDRN to function effectively was associated with the group itself. Having a diverse range of consumers (including male, female, multicultural, differing perspectives and experiences relating to dementia, and different age
groups) was seen as an enabler of effective functioning. The network members' professionalism, dedication, and their passion about the topic were reported by many respondents.

Face to face meetings were also reported as a key enabling factor of the CDRN by a number of respondents, referring to the relationship building that this contact can facilitate, not only between members but also with external people, such as DCRC representatives. The importance of building trust and confidence through this face to face contact was identified as a critical factor in the ‘melding’ of the network.

Other factors reported to have assisted/enabled the CDRN to function effectively included:

- the leadership of the National Office of AA;
- the positive response, acceptance, and mutual respect afforded members from the broader dementia research community in relation to the contribution of the CDRN;
- regular communication and provision of information;
- a good grasp of research language and methodology (although it was noted that a research background is not essential to participation);
- good communication skills; and
- a clear approach to linking stakeholders.

One respondent also noted the need for greater assistance for people with dementia to participate.

Survey respondents were also asked ‘From your perspective what are positive aspects about being a member of the CDRN?’ There were two responses consistently reported by the majority of respondents. Firstly, the opportunity to provide input which promotes consumers’ needs and contributes positively and meaningfully to research that will hopefully lead to improved lives and care of people with dementia, their families and carers. This need to ‘make a difference’ was extremely important to most members of the CDRN. Secondly, being part of a group that is passionate and committed to improving lives and care of people with dementia, families and carers was also frequently reported. Respondents perceived membership in a group of people that have and/or are facing the same challenges of dementia to be positive, as they felt understood, and could share similar experiences.

Some respondents also noted the support that they received from other members of the group, and the friendships that had formed within the group. Other respondents listed the opportunity to travel and attend the national dementia conference as a positive aspect of their membership.

Learning about, and increasing understanding of dementia, research and the sector were also seen as positive aspects of membership, allowing members to inform themselves and others.

Other positive aspects which were noted by at least one respondent included:

- receiving positive feedback about their contributions;
- seeing the CDRN’s increased influence on the direction of dementia-related research;
- observing the gradual change in attitude of some researchers; and
- making links with leading Australian researchers.

**Sustainability**

The issue of the sustainability of the CDRN was explored through responses to two statements, illustrated in Figure 8.

In response to statement B ‘My investment (of time and effort) in the CDRN has been worth it’, 14 of 23 respondents strongly agreed, 7 agreed, and 2 had mixed feelings / neutral. No respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement. This statement aimed to find out whether
respondents were positive about the investment they had already made in the network and their likelihood of continuing with the CDRN.

In response to the statement ‘I intend to continue as a member of the CDRN for the foreseeable future’, 13 of 24 respondents strongly agreed, 10 agreed, and 1 had mixed feelings / neutral. No respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement (see Figure 8, statement K).

Further perspectives about the sustainability of the CDRN were drawn from responses to the survey question: ‘What do you feel is the single biggest issue facing the CDRN in the next 12 months?’ The majority of responses were related to securing ongoing funding and financial support for the network. Thus, the biggest issue for the CDRN in the next 12 months was perceived by most respondents to be ensuring continuing and stable funding, which was seen as critical to the ongoing sustainability of the CDRN itself as well as the knowledge translation projects.

A number of other issues facing the CDRN in the coming year were listed by respondents. These included:

- the recruitment and utilisation of people with dementia as members;
- retaining members and continuing to enable their participation and engagement through facilitation and training;
- ensuring that expertise built up among current members is not lost;
- ensuring selected NQDCI projects achieve good results (visible improvements in quality of life etc); and
- continuing to develop relationships with the DCRCs.

Illustrative of respondents’ general positive attitude towards the CDRN, and a desire to see the network sustained and extended, is the following statement:

“It would be very satisfying to see a CDRN role continue, strengthen, become broader in application to a fuller range of dementia issues – and to be even more representative of the spectrum of experiences of life with dementia in the community”.

Conclusion

These survey results suggest that members of the CDRN have a high level of satisfaction with the operation and functioning of the network in its first year of operation. The members have formed into an energetic and committed group which is characterised by shared vision, co-contribution to the tasks of the network and a desire to effect positive change for people with dementia, their carers and families. Whilst the leadership of the network still rests with AA there is increasing confidence and capacity development occurring amongst members. There is an ongoing need for clarity about the role of the network and the expectations of members.

The members recognise the considerable support provided by research experts from the DCRCs and the very significant contribution provided by the team from AA. The effective coordination role demonstrated by the Manager of the CDRN is perceived as pivotal to the success and ongoing viability of the network. There is an ongoing need to ensure that the resources and support that members require to effectively participate are maintained with recognition that a ‘one size fits all’ approach is not appropriate given the diversity of network members. Communication processes require continual refinement as the need for open and transparent sharing of information is balanced with the pressures of information overload. The importance of ensuring that people with dementia are adequately represented on the CDRN is critical as is the need to address barriers to the ongoing sustainability of the network.
Appendix 4  Consumer Dementia Research Network Survey for Alzheimer's Australia

Introduction

You are invited to complete this online survey as you are currently a member of the Alzheimer's Australia Consumer Dementia Research Network (CDRN).

We would very much welcome your views and comments about the CDRN, and anticipate that the survey will take approximately 15 minutes to complete.

Your participation is entirely voluntary. Refusal to participate in this survey will not affect any relationship participants may have with Alzheimer's Australia or the University of Wollongong. This survey is being conducted by the University of Wollongong and confidentiality of this survey data will be maintained at all times. The aggregated survey results will be used to inform the evaluation of the National Quality Dementia Care Initiative (NQDCI).

If you would like further information, or have any questions about this survey, please contact Cristina Thompson from the national evaluation team, on (02) 4221 4411 or email cthompson@uow.edu.au

1. Please confirm your consent to participate in this survey.
   - Yes, I consent to participate.
   - No, I do not wish to participate.

General background

The following questions will help us understand your involvement with the CDRN.

2. Have you had previous experience in participating in a consumer-related advocacy group?
   - Yes
   - No

3. How long have you been a member of the CDRN?
   - Less than 6 months
   - 6 to 12 months
   - More than 12 months

4. How did you come to be a member of the CDRN?
5. How much time do you spend on CDRN activities?

- Less than 4 hours per month
- 4 to 8 hours per month
- More than 8 hours per month

Roles and activities

The following questions will help us understand the roles that CDRN members have, and the activities that they undertake.

6. From the following list, please select what you consider to be the three most important roles of CDRN members:

- Setting priorities for NGDCI knowledge translation projects
- Assessing and monitoring knowledge translation projects
- Assisting with communicating findings of knowledge translation and / or research projects to the community
- Contributing to the direction of the NGDCI through representation on the Executive Committee
- Advising the Dementia Collaborative Research Centres (DCRCs) on consumer priorities for research
- Providing information and advice to researchers on how to improve their interactions with consumers
- Providing feedback to Alzheimer's Australia Research (AAR) Ltd

Please provide comments on other ways you have participated as a member of the CDRN.

7. Do you understand the relationship between the CDRN and the:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alzheimer's Australia Research (AAR) Ltd</td>
<td>[ ] [ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dementia Collaborative Research Centres (DCRCs)</td>
<td>[ ] [ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Quality Dementia Care Initiative (NGDCI) overall</td>
<td>[ ] [ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge translation projects of the NGDCI</td>
<td>[ ] [ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alzheimer's Australia national, state and territory activities</td>
<td>[ ] [ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Provider Network of the NGDCI</td>
<td>[ ] [ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Skills and resources

The following questions will help us understand the skills and resources that CDRN members require to participate.
8. Please rank in order of importance (from least important to most important) which capacities are required for a member of the CDRN to participate effectively?

Please note: you can only select each ranking once.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experience / empathy with dementia</th>
<th>Commitment</th>
<th>Open-mindedness</th>
<th>Research background</th>
<th>Information technology (IT skills)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Most important</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Least important</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Any other comments?

9. Please rank in order of importance (from least important to most important) which resources and/or supports are required for a member of the CDRN to participate effectively?

Please note: you can only select each ranking once.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reimbursement of expenses</th>
<th>Expert advice</th>
<th>Provision of relevant information</th>
<th>Available time</th>
<th>Support from Alzheimer's Australia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Most important</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Least important</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Any other comments?
Achievements and impact

The following questions will help us understand how the CDRN is going.

10. In your opinion, what has the CDRN achieved to date?

11. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Mixed feelings/neutral</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Don't know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The CDRN is empowering consumers to contribute to dementia research.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The CDRN is improving the translation of knowledge into practice.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The CDRN is improving the care of people with dementia.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The CDRN is improving the engagement of consumers with the work of Alzheimer's Australia.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12. What are three things that have assisted the CDRN to function effectively?

1
2
3

13. What are three things that have made it hard for the CDRN to function effectively?

1
2
3

Personal reflection

The following questions will help us understand your experience as a member of the CDRN.
14. From your perspective, what are positive aspects about being a member of the CDRN?

15. From your perspective, what are negative aspects about being a member of the CDRN?
### 16. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Mixed feelings/Neutral</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Don't know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I have been provided with adequate resources (e.g., financial reimbursement, information) to participate in the CDRN</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I intend to continue as a member of the CDRN for the foreseeable future</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My opinions are valued by other members of the CDRN</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My investment (of time and effort) in the CDRN has been worth it</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members of the CDRN are representative of a range of dementia consumers</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All members contribute to the work of the CDRN</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The CDRN is treated as an equal partner by Alzheimer's Australia</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The leadership of the CDRN comes from Alzheimer's Australia</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The direction of the CDRN is determined by members</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The CDRN has influenced the selection of NQDCI knowledge translation projects</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have developed valuable skills through my participation in the CDRN</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have been provided with adequate support (e.g., guidance from Alzheimer's Australia) to participate in the CDRN</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication between Alzheimer's Australia and the CDRN has been effective</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have shared the knowledge gained from my participation in the CDRN</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Conclusion

The next questions give you a chance to comment on the future of the CDRN, and provide any other final thoughts.

### 17. What do you feel is the single biggest issue facing the CDRN in the next 12 months?
18. Do you have any other comments?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The national evaluation team may decide to conduct further interviews with CDRN members to better understand some of the issues raised through the survey results.

19. Are you willing to participate in a brief telephone conversation with Anita Westera or Cristina Thompson (from the national evaluation team)?

- Yes
- No

20. If you are agreeable to being interviewed please provide your details:

Name
Telephone number (including your area code)

21. Do you have any preferred days/times for an interview?

Thank you

Thank you for your response and providing this feedback to the national evaluation team.

If you have any questions or concerns please contact Cristina Thompson on (02) 4221 4411 or email cthompson@uow.edu.au
Appendix D. Outcomes of the joint NHMRC-Alzheimer’s Australia Workshop: Translating Dementia Care Research into Better Practice

Background
On 5 July, 2011, the NHMRC and Alzheimer’s Australia co-hosted a workshop on increasing the involvement of consumers in dementia research, and making effective use of existing research to improve the quality of Australian dementia care. The 80 attendees comprised a mix of dementia researchers, consumers, service providers, policy makers, health professionals and consumer advocates. The workshop was facilitated by the NHMRC’s Professor John McCallum, and discussion at each of the 10 tables was facilitated by a member of the Alzheimer’s Australia Consumer Dementia Research Network (CDRN).

The aims of the workshop were to increase understanding of and build capacity in knowledge translation and consumer involvement, and to generate ideas and strategies to inform the second funding round of the Alzheimer’s Australia National Quality Dementia Care Initiative.

Focus Areas
1. Consumer involvement in dementia research and knowledge translation;
2. Evidence-practice gaps, barriers and enablers, and knowledge translation strategies that could be applied to six key priority areas for improving the quality of dementia care that had been determined by members of the Alzheimer’s Australia Consumer Dementia Research Network.

Key Themes

Consumer Involvement
- While often difficult to do, there is a great deal of value to be gained by engaging and involving consumers in dementia research. As eventual end-users or beneficiaries of the research outcomes, their perspective can help guide the research effort.
- While there can be benefits to both sides, there are challenges involved in communication, and in establishing common ground

Knowledge Translation
- Dr Sharon Andrews (NHMRC TRIP Fellow) and Sue Huckson (National Institute of Clinical Studies) gave informative presentations.
- That in dementia care, as in most other areas of medicine and healthcare, clinical practice lags 20 years behind the knowledge-base, and that the broad range of strategies and approaches involved in knowledge translation are vital to reduce this gap in targeted areas.
• That evidence based policy and practice is only feasible when there is alignment between existing evidence; clinical experience, expertise and expectations; and funding and regulatory mechanisms.
• That translation of research into practice is best achieved using a systematic approach that:
  1. Carefully defines gaps between evidence and practice;
  2. Examines barriers and enablers to the use of evidence in practice in particular contexts;
  3. Introduces multi-faceted, evidence-based strategies to draw upon existing enablers and overcome barriers.

**Dementia Care Priority Areas**

Tables discussed evidence-practice gaps, barriers and enablers, and possible strategies on relevant to the following six areas.

1. Person-centred dementia care
2. Advance-care planning for people with dementia
3. Support for carers of people with dementia
4. Timely diagnosis of dementia
5. Non-pharmacological approaches to responding to behavioural and psychological symptoms of dementia
6. Palliative approaches to dementia care

Major comments and themes that emerged in relation to practice gaps and barriers included the following:

• The difficulty for practitioners in evaluating and staying abreast of the huge volume of new research;
• The lack, in many cases, of sufficient volume or quality of evidence to inform practice;
• Difficulties posed by poor general understanding and public and professional awareness of dementia;
• The difficulty of ensuring standardised and consistent practice given the huge number of stakeholders involved;
• Fragmentation of available information, even within government services;
• Issues regarding the quality and consistency of existing programs and training;
• Particular difficulties related to ensuring best-practice dementia care in CALD communities;
• Issues around definition of problems, in particular, person-centred care.
Amongst a number of strategies suggested were:

- A much greater emphasis on the development and promotion of clinical and practice guidelines, both to guide improvements in practice, and to illuminate and define evidence gaps to inform research priorities;
- The development and maintenance of centralised information repositories, including strategies to ensure that these achieve a critical mass of users and contributors;
- Greater attention to the development and promotions of best-practice models, including a greater attention to following through with national promotion and implementation of knowledge translation projects such as those funded under the Encouraging Best Practice in Residential Aged Care (EBPRAC) Initiative.

Further Reports
Alzheimer’s Australia, with assistance from the NHMRC will produce a more detailed issues paper on the outcomes of the workshop in early 2012.